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Abstract

Computing the distribution of permanents of random matrices has been an outstanding open problem
for several decades. In quantum computing, “anti-concentration” of this distribution is an unproven input
for the proof of hardness of the task of boson-sampling. Using a hybrid representation-theoretic and
combinatorial approach, we study permanents of random i.i.d. complex Gaussian matrices, and more
broadly, submatrices of random unitary matrices. We prove strong lower bounds for all moments of the
permanent distribution. Moreover, we provide substantial evidence that our lower bounds are close to being
tight, and therefore, constitute accurate estimates for the moments. Let U(d)k×k indicate the distribution
of k × k submatrices of d× dHaar distributed random unitary matrices, and Gk×k be the distribution of
k × k matrices with matrix elements being i.i.d. standard complex Gaussian random numbers. (1) Using
the Schur-Weyl duality (or more precisely, the Howe’s GLk ×GLt duality), we provide an explicit expansion
formula for the 2t-th moment of |Perm(M)|, i.e., E|Perm(M)|2t, whenM is drawn from U(d)k×k or Gk×k.
(2) When the matrices are drawn from the above distributions, we prove a surprising size-moment duality:
the 2t-th moment of the permanent of random k× kmatrices is equal to the 2k-th moment of the permanent
of t× tmatrices, (3) We design an algorithm to exactly compute high moments of relatively small matrices.
(4)We prove strong lower bounds for arbitrary moments of permanents of matrices drawn from Gk×k or
U(k), and conjecture that our lower bounds are close to saturation up to a small multiplicative error. We
provide extensive numerical and analytical evidence for our conjecture. (5) Assuming our conjectures, we
use the large deviation theory to compute the tail of the log-permanent probability density function of
Gaussian matrices for the first time. (6) We argue that it is unlikely that the permanent distribution can
be uniquely determined from the integer moments and one may need to supplement the integer moment
calculations with extra assumptions in order to prove the permanent anti-concentration conjecture.
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1 Introduction
Random matrix theory has been very successful in computing the distribution of various quantities derived
from random matrices. These include, for example, the derivation of eigenvalue distributions, low order
polynomials of matrix elements [1], and the distribution of matrix determinants [2, 3, 4, 5]. On the other
hand, the distribution of the permanent of random matrices (when the matrix elements have a vanishing
mean) is understood to a much lesser extent [6, 7], despite several decades of research [2, 3, 11, 10, 9, 8].

The case of permanents is more difficult than the other mentioned quantities for several reasons: (1)
The permanent is a high order polynomial of many terms, hence, the computation of its moments quickly
becomes intractable. (2) The permanent, unlike the determinant, lacks a geometric description and cannot be
expressed in terms of matrix eigenvalues. Therefore, most of the tools of the random matrix theory cannot be
directly applied to this case. (3) It is known that calculation of the permanent of individual matrices is hard
even in the average case [12], and therefore, sampling from the permanent distribution of large matrices is
computationally prohibited.

In addition to interest from mathematics and computer science communities, understanding certain
aspects of the permanent distribution is essential for one of the leading proposals of demonstrating quantum
supremacy with photonic systems: the hardness of the task of “boson sampling” relies on the “permanent
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anti-concentration” conjecture. Let Gk×k be the distribution of random k × k matrices with matrix elements
being i.i.d. complex Gaussian numbers with mean 0 and variance 1, then the conjecture is:

Conjecture 1.1 (The permanent anti-concentration conjecture [13]).

PrM∼Gk×k
(
|Perm(M)|2 ≤ εk!

)
≤ AkBεC , for some constants A, B, and C > 0 and all ε > 0.

This conjecture states that the permanent distribution should not have a considerable weight near the
origin. The best known result approaching this conjecture is proven by Tao and Vu [6], which states that the
permanent of ±1 matrices is of order kk( 1

2 +o(1)) with probability 1− o(1), which in particular means that
the probability of vanishing is o(1). Although it is very plausible that the techniques of [6] can be extended
to the case of random Gaussian matrices, this result does not show the polynomial anti-concentration as
required in Conjecture 1.1.

While proving Conjecture 1.1 has been themainmotivation of the author, most of the results and heuristics
arguments will provide insight into the parts of the distribution away from the origin, and therefore, the
conjecture will remain open.

Our main technical contribution is understanding and bounding the moments of the permanent
distribution. Exact results are known for the cases of either small matrices (1× 1 or 2× 2) or small moments
(2 or 4):

EM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2 = EM∼G1×1 |Perm(M)|2k = k!, and, (1)

EM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2×2 = EM∼G2×2 |Perm(M)|2k = k!(k + 1)!. (2)

Few other moments have also been calculated for small-sized matrices.
Tounderstandandbound thehighermoments and largematrices,we take ahybrid representation-theoretic

and combinatorial approach, and will be guided by exact moment calculations performed in Section 4.6.
We summarize our results here:

• Results regarding the permanent of matrices with i.i.d. standard Gaussian matrix elements:

1. We show that 2t-thmoment of permanents of k×kmatrices can be computed by solving a counting
problem: Start by a k × t table filled with numbers 1, · · · , kt and let Skt be the permutation group
that permutes cells of the table. Consider the subgroups R,C ∈ Skt that preserve rows and
columns of the table, respectively (see Fig. 1). Then

EM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2t = Number of solutions of (r1c1r2c2 = e), r1, r2 ∈ R, c1, c2 ∈ C,

with e being the identity element of Skt. In the next steps, we wish to argue that for k, t ≥ 3,
the four step process π → r1c1r2c2π, π ∈ Skt is sufficiently randomizing in Skt, such that the
probability of obtaining e after starting with e is close to 1/|Skt|.

2. This relation exhibits the moment-size duality: Exchanging t and k does not change the result of
the moment calculation.

3. We use representation theory to attack the above combinatorial counting problem. If ρreg is the
regular representation of Skt, then,

Number of solutions of (r1c1r2c2 = e) = 1
|Skt|

∑
r1,r2∈R,c1,c2∈C

tr[ρreg(r1c1r2c2)].

We decompose the regular representation into the direct sum of irreps and calculate the first few
terms of this sum. This calculation is involved and constitutes the bulk of the paper. We will
observe that the terms in the sum get exponentially smaller and the first few terms provide a good
approximation of the permanent moments. We show that

EM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2t ≥ 1.625× k!2tt!2k/(kt)!, for k, t ≥ 4.

3



4. We develop an algorithm to exactly compute the permanentmoments for the cases of t = 3, k ≤ 100
and t = 4, k ≤ 10.

5. Backed by our analytical and numerical results, we conjecture that

EM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2t ≤ 2× k!2tt!2k/(kt)!, for t, k ≥ 3,

and that EM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2t /[k!2tt!2k/(kt)!] quickly approaches a constant. This conjecture
confirms the prediction of part (1) about the row and column permutations being sufficiently
randomizing.

6. Assuming our conjecture, we use large deviation theory to compute the tail of the distribution of
log-permanent of random Gaussian matrices (See Section 4.8).

• Results regarding permanents and determinants of minors of Haar random unitary matrices.

1. Using Howe’s GLd × GLt duality, we prove an explicit expansion formula for calculating the
moments of permanents, a direct generalization of our combinatorial counting results for the i.i.d.
Gaussian case.

2. We show that the size-moment duality holds for the case of moments of permanents of unitary
minors.

3. We prove a lower bound for the moments of permanents in this case. When the minor is equal
to the whole unitary matrix, we show that the Hunter-Jones conjecture on the moments of the
permanent of random unitary matrices indicates that our bound is very close to being tight.

4. As a bonus, our result provides a simple explicit formula for the moments of the determinant of
minors of random unitary matrices.

1.1 A combinatorial counting problem
As the first step, we will translate the moment calculation problem to a counting problem involving the
symmetric group1. We only focus on the Gaussian ensemble Gk×k in this section and discuss the case of
minors of Haar random unitary matrices in Section 1.4. Recall the definition of the permanent:

Perm(M) =
∑
π∈Sk

k∏
i=1

Mi,π(i),

Define Lk,t to be the set of all k × t tables, where each column is a permutation of 1, · · · , k. For example, a
typical element of Lk,t could be the following table:

k rows


1 k k − 1 · · · k − 4
4 2 2 · · · k − 1
...

...
2 4 1 · · · 6

Expanding Perm(M)t into the individual monomials, we get Perm(M)t =
∑
l∈Lk,t

∏t,k
i=1,j=1Mi,lij . Therefore,

EM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2t =
∑

l,l∈Lk,t

k∏
j

(
EM∼Gk×k

t∏
i

Mj,lijMj,lij

)
.

Let G be the standard complex normal distribution. Using Ex∼Gxaxb = a!δab, it is straightforward to see that
the term in the parenthesis is nothing but the number of row preserving permutations that map the table l to
l.

1Translating calculations involving the unitary group to the ones involving the symmetric group is a central theme in the representation
theory of the unitary and the symmetric groups. See, for example, the Schur-Weyl duality or the Frobenius character map [14, 15].
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Figure 1: Row preserving and column preserving subgroups of Skt. The group Skt naturally acts on the table
cells by permuting them. Left. A typical element of the row preserving subgroup R. These permutations do
not mix cells from different columns. Right. A typical element of the column preserving subgroup C.

Definition 1.2 (Row and column preserving subgroups). Given a k × t rectangular table, consider the group Skt
of all permutations of the table cells. We define two important subgroups:

• R, the row preserving subgroup: This subgroup contains all permutation that permute the table elements
within individual rows. See Fig. 1, left. This group has t!k elements.

• C, the column preserving subgroup: This subgroup permutes the elements within the columns. See Fig. 1,
right. Order of this group is k!t.

With this notation, we conclude that EM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2t =
∑
l,l∈Lk,t

∑
r∈R δl,r(l′), where r(l) indicates

the actionof thepermutation r on the table l. This expression canbe simplified even further: let l0 be a canonical
table where the first row is all 1’s, second row is all 2’s, and so on. Using the fact that all tables in Lk,t can be
constructed by the action on an element ofC on l0, we have that

∑
l,l∈Lk,t

∑
r∈R δl,r(l′) =

∑
c1,c2∈C δl0,c1rc2(l0).

From this, it is easy to see that the following theorem holds:

Theorem 1.3. Let R and C be the row preserving and column preserving permutations of a k × t grid. Then

EM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2t =
∑

r1,r2∈R, c1,c2∈C
δ(r1c1r2c2, e), (3)

where e is the identity element of the symmetric group Skt.

The above expression has a remarkable t↔ k symmetry:

Corollary 1.4 (Moment-size duality). The 2t-th moment of the permanent of random complex Gaussian k × k
matrices is equal to 2k-th moment of the permanent of random Gaussian t× t matrices:

EM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2t = EM∼Gt×t |Perm(M)|2k . (4)

We will later see that the analog of Corollary 1.4 holds for the case of submatrices of random unitary
matrices, however, the proof will not be as simple.

Let us momentarily discuss one interpretation of Theorem 1.3. Consider the process of randomly choosing
r1, r2 ∈ R and c ∈ C, and forming the combination r1c r2. The resulting permutations will have a probability
distribution which we call p(π). More precisely, p(π) is defined by the following equality:

Er1,r2∈R, c∈C r1c r2 =
∑
π∈Skt

p(π)π. (5)

Using p(π) = p(π−1), is straightforward to see that Er1,r2∈R, c1,c2∈C δ(r1c1r2c2, e) =
∑
π∈Skt p(π)2, and

therefore,

EM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2t = k!2tt!2k‖p‖22 ≥
k!2tt!2k

(kt)! , (6)
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where ‖p‖2 = (
∑
π p(π)2)1/2 is the 2-norm of the distribution p, and we used ‖p‖22 ≥ |Skt|−1. The equality

in Eq. (6) happens when p(π) is a constant function.
We will argue that the inequality (6) is not saturated for permanents, but surprisingly, it is close to being

saturated. When k, t ≥ 3, we conjecture that ‖p‖22 ≤ 2|Skt|−1, which means that the 2-norm distance between
the distribution of r1cr2 (or similarly c1rc2) and the uniform distribution is smaller than 1/

√
(kt)!.

1.2 Representation theory and the moment bounds
We wish to analyze Eq. (3) using the language of representation theory. Recall the regular representation
of the symmetric group, ρreg(π) for π ∈ Skt, which assigns a (kt)! dimensional matrix to each element
of Skt (not to be confused with the standard kt dimensional representation). Importantly, we have that
tr[ρreg(π)] = (kt)!δ(π, e). With this, we can write Eq. (3) as,

EM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2t = 1
(kt)!

∑
r1,r2∈R,c1,c2∈C

tr[ρreg(r1c1r2c2)]. (7)

Remark 1.5 (Notational remark). We frequently replace (
∑
r∈R r) and (

∑
c∈C c) by R and C when there is no

confusion. For instance, Eq. (7) will be written as:

EM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2t = 1
(kt)! tr[ρreg(RCRC)]. (8)

The regular representation of a group can be decomposed into irreducible representations. The irreducible
representations of Skt are indexed by the ordered partitions of the number kt, or as it commonly referred to,
the Young diagrams of kt boxes (see Section 2.2). Hence, we obtain the following expansion formula for the
moments of permanents:

EM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2t =
∑

λ`kt,l(λ)≤min(k,t)

1
(kt)!f

λ tr [ρλ(RCRC)] , (9)

where λ ` ktmeans that λ is an ordered partition of kt (or a Young diagram of kt boxes), l(λ) is number of
parts in the partition λ (or the depth of the corresponding Young diagram), and fλ is the dimension of the
irreducible representation indexed by λ (the constraint l(λ) ≤ min(k, t) is not trivial and will be proven later).
All terms in the expansion formula Eq. (9) are positive as ρλ(R) and ρλ(C) are proportional to projectors2.

Much of this paper is concerned with studying this sum term by term. The first term corresponds to
λ = (kt), which identifies the trivial representation with fλ = 1. This representation assigns 1 to every group
element, therefore, the total contribution from this term is simply k!2tt!2k/(kt)!. Hence,

EM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2t ≥ k!2tt!2k

(kt)! . (10)

Which is identical to the inequality in Eq. (6). Other terms in the sum can be computed with increasing
difficulty in order to improve this simple lower bound. Our techniques for computing these terms are
too involved to be explained in the introduction, and heavily rely on the Cauchy’s identity, plethysm,
and symmetric polynomials. Most of the calculations are necessarily computerized, and the results and
techniques are described in details in Section 4. Some of the calculated contributions are as follows:

• For λ = (kt− 1, 1), ((kt)!)−1fλ tr[ρλ(RCRC)] = 0.

• For λ = (kt− 2, 2), ((kt)!)−1fλ tr[ρλ(RCRC)] = k!2tt!2k
(kt)! (1/2− 3/(2kt)).

2We can assume that ρλ is a unitary representation.
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• For λ = (kt− 3, 3) where t, k ≥ 3,

((kt)!)−1fλ tr[ρλ(RCRC)] = k!2tt!2k

(kt)! ×
8
3(1/(kt)− 6/(k2t2) + 5/(k3t3)).

• For λ = (kt− 4, 4) where t, k ≥ 4,

((kt)!)−1fλ tr[ρλ(RCRC)] = k!2tt!2k

(kt)! ×
1
24(1 + 4/k + 4/t+ Lower order terms),

see Section 4.3 for the complete expansion.

• For λ = (kt− 4, 2, 2) with t, k ≥ 3,

((kt)!)−1fλ tr[ρλ(RCRC)] = k!2tt!2k

(kt)! ×
1
12(1− 2/k − 2/t+ Lower order terms).

Unfortunately, finding a general formula seems challenging. We can make two important observations at
this point: (1) The contribution of terms to E|Perm(M)|2t/(k!2tt!2k/((kt)!)) is always O(1) (2) Even the O(1)
coefficient of terms get less and less significant as one considers the partitions of ktwith smaller first part.
As a consequence, we can derive strong lower bounds for the moments of permanents by truncating Eq. (9)
to include a few explicitly calculated terms. One such bound is the following theorem:

Theorem 1.6 (Example moment lower bound). Let k, t ≥ 4, then

EM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2t ≥ 13
8
k!2tt!2k

(kt)! . (11)

We refer the reader to Section 4.5 for more involved bounds.
In the next subsection, we provide further evidence for approximate tightness of this lower bound.

1.3 Exact results, permanent moment growth conjecture, and concentration results
To argue that our lower bounds Eq. (10) and Eq. (11) closely mimic the correct behavior of the moments of
the permanent of random matrices, we need to explicitly compute some of these moments. Unfortunately, a
direct calculation of large moments of the permanent of even small matrices requires massive computational
resources, as they concentrate very slowly. On the other hand, computing the permanent of large matrices is
known to be hard, even for individual instances [12].

To avoid such obstructions, we develop an algorithm for exact computation of the moments of permanents.
See Section 4.6 for more details. This algorithm is effective when min(k, t) ≤ 4, but quickly becomes
intractable for other cases.

We can compare our best lower bounds derived from the expansion formula Eq. (9) to the exact results.
See Fig. 2. These results, along with the fast decay of the terms in Eq. (9), motivate the following conjecture:

Conjecture 1.7 (The permanent moment growth conjecture.). Suppose that t, k ≥ 3, then the quantity

EM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2t

k!2tt!2k/(kt)! (12)

is always smaller than 2 and quickly asymptotes to a constant C as we increase both k and t.

We know that the constant of Conjecture 1.7 is larger than 1.625 = 13/8. See Sections 4.5 and 4.7 for
details and more evidence. We emphasize that this conjecture is nothing but the statement that when one
chooses r1, r2 randomly form R and c randomly from C, then r1cr2 is close to be randomly distributed in Skt
(see the paragraph before Section 1.2).
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EM⇠G3⇥3 |Perm(M)|2t

k!2tt!2k/(kt)!
<latexit sha1_base64="nLZIU6Mb5R+xP1gIHxQ/FUnNTo8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AYWq/Z0/rIiiq2jxz7tzpMokMtc=">AAACRXicbVBNbxMxEPWWrxK+Aj324jaqlF7CblpBj5FQBZdKQSJtpWwaeZ3Z1lp7d7FnKyLXf6E/qhfu3PgHXDiAql7Bu2klCjzJ8tN7M5qZl5RSGAzDr8HSnbv37j9Yfth69PjJ02ft5y/2TVFpDiNeyEIfJsyAFDmMUKCEw1IDU4mEgyR7U/sHp6CNKPIPOC9hothxLlLBGXpp2o7jVDNuY8XwJEno7tTuxUYo2gicSfr2yG7FKBQYuuXcGY0RPqEdglauu7d5dmT76JzN1hqC9Ze5l90MN9eom7Y7YS9sQP8l0TXpDDbc6sfqfH04bX+JZwWvFOTIJTNmHIUlTizTKLgE14orAyXjGTuGsac582tNbJOCoxtemdG00P7lSBv1zw7LlDFzlfjK+jjzt1eL//PGFaY7EyvyskLI+WJQWkmKBa0jpTOhgaOce8K4Fn5Xyk+YjxV98K0mhFc3t2/fkP7tEPb7vSjsRe+jzmCbLLBMVsk66ZKIvCYD8o4MyYhwckG+kR/kZ/A5+B5cBleL0qXgumeF3ELw6zdPzbRU</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AYWq/Z0/rIiiq2jxz7tzpMokMtc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AYWq/Z0/rIiiq2jxz7tzpMokMtc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="AYWq/Z0/rIiiq2jxz7tzpMokMtc=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="YGTmwwrtJZxqpUpQ5AlLWCqswlw=">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</latexit>

t
<latexit sha1_base64="xH30sNEKVP4Xd0DI+X5wt3JYwhk=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyGoN4MePGYgHlAsoTZyWwyZnZ2mekVQsgXePGgSG7iX/gb3vwbN5sEjFrQUFR1093lRVIYtO0vK7O2vrG5ld3O7ezu7R/kD48aJow143UWylC3PGq4FIrXUaDkrUhzGniSN73hzcxvPnBtRKjucBRxN6B9JXzBKCZSDbv5gl20U5C/xFmQwvXHdPoGANVu/rPTC1kccIVMUmPajh2hO6YaBZN8kuvEhkeUDWmftxOqaMCNO04PnZCzROkRP9RJKSSp+nNiTANjRoGXdAYUB+a3NxP/89ox+lfuWKgoRq7YfJEfS4IhmX1NekJzhnKUEMq0SG4lbEA1ZZhkk0tDuFj+Xl6S0moIjVLRsYtOzSlUyjBHFk7gFM7BgUuowC1UoQ4MODzCM7xY99aT9WpN560ZazFzDCuw3r8Bo6+Pug==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5vbzHiXDK7T7F3Gm2/7Iw8eoa0A=">AAAB6HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiSlqDsLbly2YB/QhjKZTtqxk0mYmQgl9AvcuFCkLv0Lf8Odf+MkbcGqBy4czrmXe+/xIs6Utu0vK7e2vrG5ld8u7Ozu7R8UD49aKowloU0S8lB2PKwoZ4I2NdOcdiJJceBx2vbGN6nffqBSsVDc6UlE3QAPBfMZwdpIDd0vluyynQH9Jc6ClK4/Zine6v3iZ28QkjigQhOOleo6dqTdBEvNCKfTQi9WNMJkjIe0a6jAAVVukh06RWdGGSA/lKaERpn6cyLBgVKTwDOdAdYj9dtLxf+8bqz9KzdhIoo1FWS+yI850iFKv0YDJinRfGIIJpKZWxEZYYmJNtkUshAulr9Xl6SyGkKrUnbsstNwSrUqzJGHEziFc3DgEmpwC3VoAgEKj/AML9a99WS9WrN5a85azBzDCqz3bwD7kX8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5vbzHiXDK7T7F3Gm2/7Iw8eoa0A=">AAAB6HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiSlqDsLbly2YB/QhjKZTtqxk0mYmQgl9AvcuFCkLv0Lf8Odf+MkbcGqBy4czrmXe+/xIs6Utu0vK7e2vrG5ld8u7Ozu7R8UD49aKowloU0S8lB2PKwoZ4I2NdOcdiJJceBx2vbGN6nffqBSsVDc6UlE3QAPBfMZwdpIDd0vluyynQH9Jc6ClK4/Zine6v3iZ28QkjigQhOOleo6dqTdBEvNCKfTQi9WNMJkjIe0a6jAAVVukh06RWdGGSA/lKaERpn6cyLBgVKTwDOdAdYj9dtLxf+8bqz9KzdhIoo1FWS+yI850iFKv0YDJinRfGIIJpKZWxEZYYmJNtkUshAulr9Xl6SyGkKrUnbsstNwSrUqzJGHEziFc3DgEmpwC3VoAgEKj/AML9a99WS9WrN5a85azBzDCqz3bwD7kX8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5vbzHiXDK7T7F3Gm2/7Iw8eoa0A=">AAAB6HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiSlqDsLbly2YB/QhjKZTtqxk0mYmQgl9AvcuFCkLv0Lf8Odf+MkbcGqBy4czrmXe+/xIs6Utu0vK7e2vrG5ld8u7Ozu7R8UD49aKowloU0S8lB2PKwoZ4I2NdOcdiJJceBx2vbGN6nffqBSsVDc6UlE3QAPBfMZwdpIDd0vluyynQH9Jc6ClK4/Zine6v3iZ28QkjigQhOOleo6dqTdBEvNCKfTQi9WNMJkjIe0a6jAAVVukh06RWdGGSA/lKaERpn6cyLBgVKTwDOdAdYj9dtLxf+8bqz9KzdhIoo1FWS+yI850iFKv0YDJinRfGIIJpKZWxEZYYmJNtkUshAulr9Xl6SyGkKrUnbsstNwSrUqzJGHEziFc3DgEmpwC3VoAgEKj/AML9a99WS9WrN5a85azBzDCqz3bwD7kX8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5vbzHiXDK7T7F3Gm2/7Iw8eoa0A=">AAAB6HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiSlqDsLbly2YB/QhjKZTtqxk0mYmQgl9AvcuFCkLv0Lf8Odf+MkbcGqBy4czrmXe+/xIs6Utu0vK7e2vrG5ld8u7Ozu7R8UD49aKowloU0S8lB2PKwoZ4I2NdOcdiJJceBx2vbGN6nffqBSsVDc6UlE3QAPBfMZwdpIDd0vluyynQH9Jc6ClK4/Zine6v3iZ28QkjigQhOOleo6dqTdBEvNCKfTQi9WNMJkjIe0a6jAAVVukh06RWdGGSA/lKaERpn6cyLBgVKTwDOdAdYj9dtLxf+8bqz9KzdhIoo1FWS+yI850iFKv0YDJinRfGIIJpKZWxEZYYmJNtkUshAulr9Xl6SyGkKrUnbsstNwSrUqzJGHEziFc3DgEmpwC3VoAgEKj/AML9a99WS9WrN5a85azBzDCqz3bwD7kX8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l7vfo4QA5fg37ZEZ+ukvoEvyz9Q=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyGoB4DXjwmYB6QLGF2MpuMmX0w0yuEJV/gxYMiXv0kb/6Nk80GjFrQUFR1093lxVJotO0vq7CxubW9U9wt7e0fHB6Vj086OkoU420WyUj1PKq5FCFvo0DJe7HiNPAk73rT24XffeRKiyi8x1nM3YCOQ+ELRtFILRyWK3bVzkD+EicnFcjRHJY/B6OIJQEPkUmqdd+xY3RTqlAwyeelQaJ5TNmUjnnf0JAGXLtpduicXBhlRPxImQqRZOrPiZQGWs8Cz3QGFCf6t7cQ//P6Cfo3birCOEEesuUiP5EEI7L4moyE4gzlzBDKlDC3EjahijI02ZSyEK5Wv9dXpLYeQqdWdeyq03IqjXoeRxHO4BwuwYFraMAdNKENDDg8wQu8Wg/Ws/VmvS9bC1Y+cwprsD6+Ad8RjPA=</latexit>

EM⇠G4⇥4 |Perm(M)|2t

k!2tt!2k/(kt)!
<latexit sha1_base64="tGzmUogjTN8HOoc/Vxn9mQevaXw=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Av3fhLGztMeXcYGqnRemtIiFMk0=">AAACRXicbVBNbxMxEPW2QEv4Cu2xF7dRpfQSdqOocIyEEFwqBYm0lbJp5HVmW2vt3cWeRUSu/wI/ikvv3PgHXDi0QlzBu2klCjzJ8tN7M5qZl5RSGAzDr8HK6p2799bW77cePHz0+En76cahKSrNYcwLWejjhBmQIocxCpRwXGpgKpFwlGQva//oA2gjivwdLkqYKnaai1Rwhl6ateM41YzbWDE8SxL6amYPYiMUbQTOJH19YgcxCgWGDpw7pzHCR7Qj0Mp1D/bOT2wfnbPZdkOw/jL3rJvh3jZ1s3Yn7IUN6L8kuiad4a7bel992hnN2l/iecErBTlyyYyZRGGJU8s0Ci7BteLKQMl4xk5h4mnO/FpT26Tg6K5X5jQttH850kb9s8MyZcxCJb6yPs787dXi/7xJhemLqRV5WSHkfDkorSTFgtaR0rnQwFEuPGFcC78r5WfMx4o++FYTwv7N7YMb0r8dwmG/F4W96G3UGQ7IEutki+yQLonIczIkb8iIjAknn8k3ckmugovge/Aj+LksXQmuezbJLQS/fgNTPbRW</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Av3fhLGztMeXcYGqnRemtIiFMk0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Av3fhLGztMeXcYGqnRemtIiFMk0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Av3fhLGztMeXcYGqnRemtIiFMk0=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="dR/dcaXWTfyBekCZbyQUd6GsL6M=">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</latexit>

k
<latexit sha1_base64="fO67H8NVRO5QcBRrN5xq1cwv1mo=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyGoN4MePGYgHlAsoTZSW8yZnZ2mZkVwpIv8OJBkdzEv/A3vPk3bl5g1IKGoqqb7i4vElwb2/6yMmvrG5tb2e3czu7e/kH+8Kihw1gxrLNQhKrlUY2CS6wbbgS2IoU08AQ2veHN1G8+oNI8lHdmFKEb0L7kPmfUpFJt2M0X7KI9A/lLnAUpXH9MJm8AUO3mPzu9kMUBSsME1brt2JFxE6oMZwLHuU6sMaJsSPvYTqmkAWo3mR06Jmep0iN+qNKShszUnxMJDbQeBV7aGVAz0L+9qfif146Nf+UmXEaxQcnmi/xYEBOS6dekxxUyI0YpoUzx9FbCBlRRZtJscrMQLpa/l5ektBpCo1R07KJTcwqVMsyRhRM4hXNw4BIqcAtVqAMDhEd4hhfr3nqyXq3JvDVjLWaOYQXW+zeWC4+x</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0DJSxfcDxNgjqjl1VbYFicgLyOY=">AAAB6HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiSlqDsLbly2YB/QhjKZTtqxk0mYmQgl9AvcuFCkLv0Lf8Odf+MkbcGqBy4czrmXe+/xIs6Utu0vK7e2vrG5ld8u7Ozu7R8UD49aKowloU0S8lB2PKwoZ4I2NdOcdiJJceBx2vbGN6nffqBSsVDc6UlE3QAPBfMZwdpIjXG/WLLLdgb0lzgLUrr+mKV4q/eLn71BSOKACk04Vqrr2JF2Eyw1I5xOC71Y0QiTMR7SrqECB1S5SXboFJ0ZZYD8UJoSGmXqz4kEB0pNAs90BliP1G8vFf/zurH2r9yEiSjWVJD5Ij/mSIco/RoNmKRE84khmEhmbkVkhCUm2mRTyEK4WP5eXZLKagitStmxy07DKdWqMEceTuAUzsGBS6jBLdShCQQoPMIzvFj31pP1as3mrTlrMXMMK7DevwHzSJF2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0DJSxfcDxNgjqjl1VbYFicgLyOY=">AAAB6HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiSlqDsLbly2YB/QhjKZTtqxk0mYmQgl9AvcuFCkLv0Lf8Odf+MkbcGqBy4czrmXe+/xIs6Utu0vK7e2vrG5ld8u7Ozu7R8UD49aKowloU0S8lB2PKwoZ4I2NdOcdiJJceBx2vbGN6nffqBSsVDc6UlE3QAPBfMZwdpIjXG/WLLLdgb0lzgLUrr+mKV4q/eLn71BSOKACk04Vqrr2JF2Eyw1I5xOC71Y0QiTMR7SrqECB1S5SXboFJ0ZZYD8UJoSGmXqz4kEB0pNAs90BliP1G8vFf/zurH2r9yEiSjWVJD5Ij/mSIco/RoNmKRE84khmEhmbkVkhCUm2mRTyEK4WP5eXZLKagitStmxy07DKdWqMEceTuAUzsGBS6jBLdShCQQoPMIzvFj31pP1as3mrTlrMXMMK7DevwHzSJF2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0DJSxfcDxNgjqjl1VbYFicgLyOY=">AAAB6HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiSlqDsLbly2YB/QhjKZTtqxk0mYmQgl9AvcuFCkLv0Lf8Odf+MkbcGqBy4czrmXe+/xIs6Utu0vK7e2vrG5ld8u7Ozu7R8UD49aKowloU0S8lB2PKwoZ4I2NdOcdiJJceBx2vbGN6nffqBSsVDc6UlE3QAPBfMZwdpIjXG/WLLLdgb0lzgLUrr+mKV4q/eLn71BSOKACk04Vqrr2JF2Eyw1I5xOC71Y0QiTMR7SrqECB1S5SXboFJ0ZZYD8UJoSGmXqz4kEB0pNAs90BliP1G8vFf/zurH2r9yEiSjWVJD5Ij/mSIco/RoNmKRE84khmEhmbkVkhCUm2mRTyEK4WP5eXZLKagitStmxy07DKdWqMEceTuAUzsGBS6jBLdShCQQoPMIzvFj31pP1as3mrTlrMXMMK7DevwHzSJF2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="0DJSxfcDxNgjqjl1VbYFicgLyOY=">AAAB6HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiSlqDsLbly2YB/QhjKZTtqxk0mYmQgl9AvcuFCkLv0Lf8Odf+MkbcGqBy4czrmXe+/xIs6Utu0vK7e2vrG5ld8u7Ozu7R8UD49aKowloU0S8lB2PKwoZ4I2NdOcdiJJceBx2vbGN6nffqBSsVDc6UlE3QAPBfMZwdpIjXG/WLLLdgb0lzgLUrr+mKV4q/eLn71BSOKACk04Vqrr2JF2Eyw1I5xOC71Y0QiTMR7SrqECB1S5SXboFJ0ZZYD8UJoSGmXqz4kEB0pNAs90BliP1G8vFf/zurH2r9yEiSjWVJD5Ij/mSIco/RoNmKRE84khmEhmbkVkhCUm2mRTyEK4WP5eXZLKagitStmxy07DKdWqMEceTuAUzsGBS6jBLdShCQQoPMIzvFj31pP1as3mrTlrMXMMK7DevwHzSJF2</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Mv3oJ/kwmdgWVvLa2jTEMqjIbnE=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lKUY8FLx5bsB/QhrLZTtq1m03Y3Qgl9Bd48aCIV3+SN/+NaZqCVR8MPN6bYWaeFwmujW1/WYWNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzS0WGsGLZZKELV86hGwSW2DTcCe5FCGngCu970duF3H1FpHsp7M4vQDehYcp8zalKpNR2WK3bVzkD+EicnFcjRHJY/B6OQxQFKwwTVuu/YkXETqgxnAuelQawxomxKx9hPqaQBajfJDp2Ti1QZET9UaUlDMvXnREIDrWeBl3YG1Ez0b28h/uf1Y+PfuAmXUWxQsuUiPxbEhGTxNRlxhcyIWUooUzy9lbAJVZSZNJtSFsLV6vf6itTWQ+jUqo5ddVpOpVHP4yjCGZzDJThwDQ24gya0gQHCE7zAq/VgPVtv1vuytWDlM6ewBuvjG9FtjOc=</latexit>

t
<latexit sha1_base64="xH30sNEKVP4Xd0DI+X5wt3JYwhk=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyGoN4MePGYgHlAsoTZyWwyZnZ2mekVQsgXePGgSG7iX/gb3vwbN5sEjFrQUFR1093lRVIYtO0vK7O2vrG5ld3O7ezu7R/kD48aJow143UWylC3PGq4FIrXUaDkrUhzGniSN73hzcxvPnBtRKjucBRxN6B9JXzBKCZSDbv5gl20U5C/xFmQwvXHdPoGANVu/rPTC1kccIVMUmPajh2hO6YaBZN8kuvEhkeUDWmftxOqaMCNO04PnZCzROkRP9RJKSSp+nNiTANjRoGXdAYUB+a3NxP/89ox+lfuWKgoRq7YfJEfS4IhmX1NekJzhnKUEMq0SG4lbEA1ZZhkk0tDuFj+Xl6S0moIjVLRsYtOzSlUyjBHFk7gFM7BgUuowC1UoQ4MODzCM7xY99aT9WpN560ZazFzDCuw3r8Bo6+Pug==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5vbzHiXDK7T7F3Gm2/7Iw8eoa0A=">AAAB6HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiSlqDsLbly2YB/QhjKZTtqxk0mYmQgl9AvcuFCkLv0Lf8Odf+MkbcGqBy4czrmXe+/xIs6Utu0vK7e2vrG5ld8u7Ozu7R8UD49aKowloU0S8lB2PKwoZ4I2NdOcdiJJceBx2vbGN6nffqBSsVDc6UlE3QAPBfMZwdpIDd0vluyynQH9Jc6ClK4/Zine6v3iZ28QkjigQhOOleo6dqTdBEvNCKfTQi9WNMJkjIe0a6jAAVVukh06RWdGGSA/lKaERpn6cyLBgVKTwDOdAdYj9dtLxf+8bqz9KzdhIoo1FWS+yI850iFKv0YDJinRfGIIJpKZWxEZYYmJNtkUshAulr9Xl6SyGkKrUnbsstNwSrUqzJGHEziFc3DgEmpwC3VoAgEKj/AML9a99WS9WrN5a85azBzDCqz3bwD7kX8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5vbzHiXDK7T7F3Gm2/7Iw8eoa0A=">AAAB6HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiSlqDsLbly2YB/QhjKZTtqxk0mYmQgl9AvcuFCkLv0Lf8Odf+MkbcGqBy4czrmXe+/xIs6Utu0vK7e2vrG5ld8u7Ozu7R8UD49aKowloU0S8lB2PKwoZ4I2NdOcdiJJceBx2vbGN6nffqBSsVDc6UlE3QAPBfMZwdpIDd0vluyynQH9Jc6ClK4/Zine6v3iZ28QkjigQhOOleo6dqTdBEvNCKfTQi9WNMJkjIe0a6jAAVVukh06RWdGGSA/lKaERpn6cyLBgVKTwDOdAdYj9dtLxf+8bqz9KzdhIoo1FWS+yI850iFKv0YDJinRfGIIJpKZWxEZYYmJNtkUshAulr9Xl6SyGkKrUnbsstNwSrUqzJGHEziFc3DgEmpwC3VoAgEKj/AML9a99WS9WrN5a85azBzDCqz3bwD7kX8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5vbzHiXDK7T7F3Gm2/7Iw8eoa0A=">AAAB6HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiSlqDsLbly2YB/QhjKZTtqxk0mYmQgl9AvcuFCkLv0Lf8Odf+MkbcGqBy4czrmXe+/xIs6Utu0vK7e2vrG5ld8u7Ozu7R8UD49aKowloU0S8lB2PKwoZ4I2NdOcdiJJceBx2vbGN6nffqBSsVDc6UlE3QAPBfMZwdpIDd0vluyynQH9Jc6ClK4/Zine6v3iZ28QkjigQhOOleo6dqTdBEvNCKfTQi9WNMJkjIe0a6jAAVVukh06RWdGGSA/lKaERpn6cyLBgVKTwDOdAdYj9dtLxf+8bqz9KzdhIoo1FWS+yI850iFKv0YDJinRfGIIJpKZWxEZYYmJNtkUshAulr9Xl6SyGkKrUnbsstNwSrUqzJGHEziFc3DgEmpwC3VoAgEKj/AML9a99WS9WrN5a85azBzDCqz3bwD7kX8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5vbzHiXDK7T7F3Gm2/7Iw8eoa0A=">AAAB6HicbVDLSsNAFL2pr1pfVZduBovgqiSlqDsLbly2YB/QhjKZTtqxk0mYmQgl9AvcuFCkLv0Lf8Odf+MkbcGqBy4czrmXe+/xIs6Utu0vK7e2vrG5ld8u7Ozu7R8UD49aKowloU0S8lB2PKwoZ4I2NdOcdiJJceBx2vbGN6nffqBSsVDc6UlE3QAPBfMZwdpIDd0vluyynQH9Jc6ClK4/Zine6v3iZ28QkjigQhOOleo6dqTdBEvNCKfTQi9WNMJkjIe0a6jAAVVukh06RWdGGSA/lKaERpn6cyLBgVKTwDOdAdYj9dtLxf+8bqz9KzdhIoo1FWS+yI850iFKv0YDJinRfGIIJpKZWxEZYYmJNtkUshAulr9Xl6SyGkKrUnbsstNwSrUqzJGHEziFc3DgEmpwC3VoAgEKj/AML9a99WS9WrN5a85azBzDCqz3bwD7kX8=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="l7vfo4QA5fg37ZEZ+ukvoEvyz9Q=">AAAB6HicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyGoB4DXjwmYB6QLGF2MpuMmX0w0yuEJV/gxYMiXv0kb/6Nk80GjFrQUFR1093lxVJotO0vq7CxubW9U9wt7e0fHB6Vj086OkoU420WyUj1PKq5FCFvo0DJe7HiNPAk73rT24XffeRKiyi8x1nM3YCOQ+ELRtFILRyWK3bVzkD+EicnFcjRHJY/B6OIJQEPkUmqdd+xY3RTqlAwyeelQaJ5TNmUjnnf0JAGXLtpduicXBhlRPxImQqRZOrPiZQGWs8Cz3QGFCf6t7cQ//P6Cfo3birCOEEesuUiP5EEI7L4moyE4gzlzBDKlDC3EjahijI02ZSyEK5Wv9dXpLYeQqdWdeyq03IqjXoeRxHO4BwuwYFraMAdNKENDDg8wQu8Wg/Ws/VmvS9bC1Y+cwprsD6+Ad8RjPA=</latexit>

(a)
<latexit sha1_base64="JRD2bAe1KLJJkzgtnu7T2Tx7Cc0=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMrPm5eBoMQL2E3BPUY8OIxonlAssTZyWwyZGZ2mZkVwpJP8OJBEa9+kTf/xskmAaMWNBRV3XR3BTFn2rjul7Oyura+sZnbym/v7O7tFw4OmzpKFKENEvFItQOsKWeSNgwznLZjRbEIOG0Fo+up33qkSrNI3ptxTH2BB5KFjGBjpbsSPu8Vim7ZzYD+Em9OirXjMHwAgHqv8NntRyQRVBrCsdYdz42Nn2JlGOF0ku8mmsaYjPCAdiyVWFDtp9mpE3RmlT4KI2VLGpSpPydSLLQei8B2CmyG+rc3Ff/zOokJr/yUyTgxVJLZojDhyERo+jfqM0WJ4WNLMFHM3orIECtMjE0nn4Vwsfi9uiCV5RCalbLnlr1br1irwgw5OIFTKIEHl1CDG6hDAwgM4Ale4NXhzrPz5rzPWlec+cwRLMH5+AaOH47C</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IZcNZKfOd6qc/M2wx55IHljdO7s=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhf8XHzMhiEeAm7IajHgBePEc0DkiXMTmaTIbMzy8ysEJZ8ghcPinj1i7z5N042CRi1oKGo6qa7K4g508Z1v5zc2vrG5lZ+u7Czu7d/UDw8ammZKEKbRHKpOgHWlDNBm4YZTjuxojgKOG0H45uZ336kSjMpHswkpn6Eh4KFjGBjpfsyvugXS27FzYD+Em9BSvWTMEOjX/zsDSRJIioM4VjrrufGxk+xMoxwOi30Ek1jTMZ4SLuWChxR7afZqVN0bpUBCqWyJQzK1J8TKY60nkSB7YywGenf3kz8z+smJrz2UybixFBB5ovChCMj0exvNGCKEsMnlmCimL0VkRFWmBibTiEL4XL5e21JqqshtKoVz614d16pXoM58nAKZ1AGD66gDrfQgCYQGMITvMCrw51n5815n7fmnMXMMazA+fgGLxmP+g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IZcNZKfOd6qc/M2wx55IHljdO7s=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhf8XHzMhiEeAm7IajHgBePEc0DkiXMTmaTIbMzy8ysEJZ8ghcPinj1i7z5N042CRi1oKGo6qa7K4g508Z1v5zc2vrG5lZ+u7Czu7d/UDw8ammZKEKbRHKpOgHWlDNBm4YZTjuxojgKOG0H45uZ336kSjMpHswkpn6Eh4KFjGBjpfsyvugXS27FzYD+Em9BSvWTMEOjX/zsDSRJIioM4VjrrufGxk+xMoxwOi30Ek1jTMZ4SLuWChxR7afZqVN0bpUBCqWyJQzK1J8TKY60nkSB7YywGenf3kz8z+smJrz2UybixFBB5ovChCMj0exvNGCKEsMnlmCimL0VkRFWmBibTiEL4XL5e21JqqshtKoVz614d16pXoM58nAKZ1AGD66gDrfQgCYQGMITvMCrw51n5815n7fmnMXMMazA+fgGLxmP+g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IZcNZKfOd6qc/M2wx55IHljdO7s=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhf8XHzMhiEeAm7IajHgBePEc0DkiXMTmaTIbMzy8ysEJZ8ghcPinj1i7z5N042CRi1oKGo6qa7K4g508Z1v5zc2vrG5lZ+u7Czu7d/UDw8ammZKEKbRHKpOgHWlDNBm4YZTjuxojgKOG0H45uZ336kSjMpHswkpn6Eh4KFjGBjpfsyvugXS27FzYD+Em9BSvWTMEOjX/zsDSRJIioM4VjrrufGxk+xMoxwOi30Ek1jTMZ4SLuWChxR7afZqVN0bpUBCqWyJQzK1J8TKY60nkSB7YywGenf3kz8z+smJrz2UybixFBB5ovChCMj0exvNGCKEsMnlmCimL0VkRFWmBibTiEL4XL5e21JqqshtKoVz614d16pXoM58nAKZ1AGD66gDrfQgCYQGMITvMCrw51n5815n7fmnMXMMazA+fgGLxmP+g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="IZcNZKfOd6qc/M2wx55IHljdO7s=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhf8XHzMhiEeAm7IajHgBePEc0DkiXMTmaTIbMzy8ysEJZ8ghcPinj1i7z5N042CRi1oKGo6qa7K4g508Z1v5zc2vrG5lZ+u7Czu7d/UDw8ammZKEKbRHKpOgHWlDNBm4YZTjuxojgKOG0H45uZ336kSjMpHswkpn6Eh4KFjGBjpfsyvugXS27FzYD+Em9BSvWTMEOjX/zsDSRJIioM4VjrrufGxk+xMoxwOi30Ek1jTMZ4SLuWChxR7afZqVN0bpUBCqWyJQzK1J8TKY60nkSB7YywGenf3kz8z+smJrz2UybixFBB5ovChCMj0exvNGCKEsMnlmCimL0VkRFWmBibTiEL4XL5e21JqqshtKoVz614d16pXoM58nAKZ1AGD66gDrfQgCYQGMITvMCrw51n5815n7fmnMXMMazA+fgGLxmP+g==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="Y4AeS2wU4RDZ3HPtALG9T6x255U=">AAAB6nicbVBNSwMxEJ34WetX1aOXYBHqpeyWoh4LXjxWtB/QLiWbZtvQbHZJskJZ+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GdLsFqz4YeLw3w8w8PxZcG8f5QmvrG5tb24Wd4u7e/sFh6ei4raNEUdaikYhU1yeaCS5Zy3AjWDdWjIS+YB1/cjP3O49MaR7JBzONmReSkeQBp8RY6b5CLgalslN1MuC/xM1JGXI0B6XP/jCiScikoYJo3XOd2HgpUYZTwWbFfqJZTOiEjFjPUklCpr00O3WGz60yxEGkbEmDM/XnREpCraehbztDYsb6tzcX//N6iQmuvZTLODFM0sWiIBHYRHj+Nx5yxagRU0sIVdzeiumYKEKNTaeYhXC5/L2+JLXVENq1qutU3Tu33KjncRTgFM6gAi5cQQNuoQktoDCCJ3iBVyTQM3pD74vWNZTPnMAK0Mc3h5ONQg==</latexit>

(b)
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Figure 2: Exact values of the moments of permanents and our lower bounds. Note that due to
t ↔ k symmetry we can exchange t and k in all of the plots and what follows. (a) Blue: The plot of
EM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2t /(k!2tt!2k/((kt)!)) for the case of k = 3. Red: The lower bound derived from including
terms in the Eq. (9) corresponding to λ = (kt), (kt − 1, 1), · · · , (kt − 10, 10), and (kt − 4, 2, 2). This lower
bound asymptotes to 8849/5040 ≈ 1.76 . (b) Blue: Exact values for the case of k = 4. Red: Our universal
13/8 × k!2tt!2k/(kt)! lower bound. (c) The plot of EM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2t /(k!2tt!2k/((kt)!)) for some of the
known values of k and t. Grey indicates the places that we do not know the exact results, and where our
lower bound dictates a value larger than 13/8 = 1.625. Our conjecture predicts that the value in the grey
area should be smaller than 2. Note the exceptional case of t = 2 outside this region, where the ratio grows
as
√
k/π. As can be seen in part (a), the ratio drops to a value smaller than 2 as we move to t = 3.
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We can provide yet another interpretation of normalized permanent moment Eq. (12). Consider randomly
choosing t permutations in Sk, and summing their standard k-dimensional representation matrices. The
resulting matrix will be a weak t-magic square, which is a k × k matrix where row and column sums are equal
to t. As we increase t, one expects that the individual matrix elements of the resulting magic squares become
independent. In Section 4.7, we show that the normalized permanent moment Eq. (12) is directly related to a
measure of independence of such magic square matrix elements.

Lastly, we discuss the shape of the distribution of random log-permanents when k is very large. Define
the random variable

Yk := 1
k

log
[
|Perm(M)|√

k!

]
for M ∼ Gk×k,

and let pYk(y) be the probability density function of Yk. We normalized Perm by a factor
√
k!, because√

k! =
√
E|Perm(M)|2, and also

√
k! is close to where the most of the mass of the permanent probability

distribution is expected to be according to [6]. Using the techniques of large deviation theory and
assuming Conjecture 1.73, we show that

pYk(y) = e−ke
2y+1ω(y)+o(k), for y > 0.21.

Here, we used the small o notation, and ω(y) is a function that we can compute and is very close to 1 for
y > 2 and starts decaying to zero as we decrease y to smaller values. See Fig. 6 for a plot of ω(y).

Moreover, we argue that under milder assumptions,

e−4yk+o(k) ≤ pYk(y) ≤ e−6yk+o(k), for 0 < y < 0.048.

See Section 4.8 for detailed arguments. Interestingly, if we replace the permanent by the determinant in
the definition of Yk, we see that the tail of the distribution decays mush faster, which suggests that the tail of
random permanent distribution is much heavier than the tail of the random determinant distribution.

1.4 Permanent of submatrices of random unitary matrices
In this section, we intend to generalize our expansion formula Eq. (9) to the case of submatrices of Haar
random unitary matrices. Define U(d)k×k to be the distribution of the leading k × k minors of Haar random
unitary d× dmatrices. In the limit of d→∞, the distribution U(d)k×k approaches Gk×k normalized by a
factor of d−1/2. On the other hand, when k = d, U(d)k×k is simply the distribution of Haar random unitary
matrices.

Using a representation theory duality, called the “Howe GLd ×GLt duality”, we prove a generalization
of our expansion formula Eq. (9): If k ≤ d, we have

EM∼U(d)k×k |Perm(M)|2t =
∑

λ`kt,l(λ)≤min(k,t)

1
WDλ(d)

(
fλ

(kt)!

)2

tr [ρλ(RCRC)] , (13)

where WDλ(d) is the dimension of the irreducible representation of U(d) indexed by the partition λ (it is
defined in Eq. (19)). Moreover, it is straightforward to derive Eq. (9) from Eq. (13). Note that this expansion
enjoys the k ↔ t symmetry:

Corollary 1.8 (Generalized moment-size duality). Let t, k ≤ d. Then,

EM∼U(d)k×k |Perm(M)|2t = EM∼U(d)t×t |Perm(M)|2k . (14)

Later in the paper we use Eq. (13) to compute 2nd and 4th moments of permanents of submatrices of
random unitary matrices, as well as 6th moment of a few small matrices.

Using Eq. (13) we can prove a different lower bound for the moments of permanents in the general case:

3To be more accurate, we use a slightly different version of this conjecture. See Conjecture 4.12.
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Theorem 1.9. Let k ≤ d, then

EM∼U(d)k×k |Perm(M)|2t ≥
((d+k−1

k

)
+ t− 1
t

)−1

. (15)

The proof of this theorem is technical and will be discussed in Section 5.1.
This bound is much weaker than Eq. (11) when d → ∞, but becomes more and more relevant as k

approaches d. To be more quantitative, note the following conjecture suggested by Nick Hunter-Jones and
supported by numerical experiments:
Conjecture 1.10 (The Hunter-Jones conjecture). For the random unitary matrices, the following holds:

EM∼U(d) |Perm(M)|2t ≈ t!(2d−1
d

)t ∼= ((2d−1
d

)
+ t− 1
t

)−1

.

The value of the permanent moment predicted by Conjecture 1.10 is very close to the lower bound
predicted by Theorem 1.9 for k = d. This suggests approximate tightness of Eq. (11) for k = d.

The Hunter-Jones conjecture further suggests that the distribution of the square permanent of random
unitary matrices should be close to an exponential distribution with mean t!/

(2d−1
d

)
. This is because the t-th

moment of such distribution is t!/
(2d−1

d

)t, matching the value predicted by the conjecture.
Lastly, we point out that Eq. (13) can be easily modified to the case of determinants, and in that case, the

sum greatly simplifies. In Section 6.1 we prove the following exact formula:
Theorem 1.11 (Moments of determinants of minors of random unitary matrices). Let k ≤ d be integers. Then,

EU∼U(d)k×k |det (M)|2t =
k,t∏

i=1,j=1

i+ j − 1
(d− k) + i+ j − 1 . (16)

2 Background on representation theory
In this section, we review the essential representation theory background and tools that we use in the rest of
the paper. To avoid a very lengthy section, we omit the proofs and refer interested readers to the relevant
resources [14, 16, 15, 17].

2.1 Basics of the representation theory
Let us start with an abstract group G4. The group is naturally defined by its product rule, i.e., given any two
elements g, h ∈ G, one can find a third element k ∈ Gwhich is the result of composition of g and h. We write
this relation as k = gh. In many cases, one can assign a matrix to each group element, such that the standard
matrix multiplication of the matrices mimics the abstract group multiplication laws. More precisely, for an
integer n, one aims to find a map ρ from the group G to the space of n× nmatrices, such that,

ρ(g)ρ(h) = ρ(gh), for all g, h ∈ G.

Multiplication on the left-hand-side is the matrix multiplication, while the multiplication of the right-hand-
side is the group composition. We call a map ρ a representation of the group G when it satisfies the above
property.

If ρ1 and ρ2 are representations of the group G, then their direct sum ρ1 ⊕ ρ2 is also a representation.
Conversely, given a generic representation, one can try to decompose it into the direct sum of smaller repre-
sentations until further decomposition is not possible. In this way, one always ends up with representations
that cannot be decomposed into smaller ones, which are called the irreducible representations or irreps5.

4We assume basic knowledge of group theory.
5We ignore the important distinction between irreducible and indecomposable representations, as the notions match for the

representations that we study in this paper.
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If ρ is a representation of dimension n, i.e., it maps any element of G to a n× nmatrix, then one naively
needs |G|n2 numbers to uniquely identify a representation. However, there is a more compact and elegant
way of describing the representations using characters, which are nothing but the trace of the representation
matrices:

χ(g) := tr ρ(g).
The character χ is a vector in a complex vector space of dimension |G|6, where its value on the identity
element is equal to the dimension of the representation matrix. Surprisingly, one can always reconstruct a
representation from its characters.

The characters of irreducible representations form an orthogonal set of vectors in the |G| dimensional
complex vector space with respect to the normalized inner product

Eg χi(g)χj(g) = 1
|G|

∑
g∈G

χi(g)χj(g) = δi,j , for irreducible character χi and χj .

Moreover, the character of the direct sum of representations is simply the sum of the characters of the
representations. Hence, one can always read the irreducible content of a representation by writing its
character vector in the orthogonal basis given by the irreducible characters. If the decomposition of a
representation ρwith character χ has ni copies of an irrep ρi with character χi, then,

Eχ(g)χi(g) = ni.

We call ni the degeneracy of the representation ρi in ρ.
Some important representations are the followings:
• The trivial representation, ρtrivial, which assigns 1 to all group elements: ρtrivial(g) = 1 for all g ∈ G.

• The regular representation: This representation acts on a vector space of dimension |G| with basis
elements indexed by the group elements, {eg}. The representation is simply defined as:

ρreg(g)eg′ = egg′ .

The character of the regular representation is χreg(g) = |G|δg,e, where e is the identity element of
the group. For any irreducible character χi with dimension di and degeneracy ni in the regular
representation, we have,

ni = 1
|G|

∑
g

χreg(g)χi(g) = χi(e) = di. (17)

Therefore, any irrep appears in the regular representation, and it appears with a degeneracy equal to
its dimension.

2.2 The symmetric group and the unitary group
This paper is mostly concerned with two groups: the symmetric group on t elements, St, and the group of
unitary d× dmatrices, U(d).

We start by discussing the Young diagrams that index the irreps of both groups. A Young diagram is
an ordered partition of an integer, which is usually presented as a collection of boxes as shown in Fig. 3.
left. We usually indicate Young diagrams with Greek letters, and use “`” or “| · |” to show the number of
boxes, e.g., λ ` n or |λ| = n. We use subscripts to identify individual parts of the partitions. For example,
λi is the i-th largest element in the partition, or equivalently, length of the i-th row of the corresponding
diagram. Depth of the diagram, l(λ), is defined as the number parts in the partition or the number of rows in
the corresponding diagram (see Fig. 3. left). Lastly, we define λ̃ to be the transpose Young diagram, where
the rows and columns are exchanged. See Fig. 3. right.

A Young diagram can be filled with integers to form a Young tableau. There are two important types of
Young tableaux:

6For infinite groups, it might be more convenient for some to think of the character as a complex valued function defined on G.
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Figure 3: Left. The Young diagram λwith 15 boxes. We indicate the number of boxes by |λ| = 15 or λ ` 15.
The corresponding partition is λ = (6, 4, 4, 1), and the depth of the diagram is the number of rows: l(λ) = 4.
Right. λ̃, the transpose of λ.
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Figure 4: Left. A standard Young tableau of 9 boxes. The diagram is filled with numbers 1, · · · , 9, and rows
and columns are strictly increasing. Right. A semi-standard Young tableau of 13 boxes, with content 1, · · · , 7.
Here the rows are weakly increasing, while columns are strictly increasing.

1. Standard Young tableau is a Young diagram filled with integers 1, · · · , n, each one appearing once. We
also assume that the numbers in each row and column are strictly increasing (see Fig. 4 .left). For any
Young diagram λ, the number of standard tableaux is given by the hook length formula: for every box in
the Young diagram, count the number of boxes directly below, or directly to the to the right of that box
(including the box itself). Multiply the numbers assigned to all of the boxes and call the result hook(λ).
Number of standard Young tableaux, fλ, is given by [16, 14]:

fλ = n!
hook(λ) =

n!
∏

1≤i<j≤l(λ)(λi − λj)
λ1!λ2! · · ·λl(λ)!

. (18)

2. Semi-standard Young tableau is a Young diagram of n boxes filled with a subset of numbers 1, · · · , d,
for some integer d. This time, the constraint is that the numbers appearing in each row are weakly
increasing, while the numbers appearing in each column are strictly increasing. See Fig. 4. right. The
number of such tableaux is given by the Weyl dimension formula [16]:

WDλ(d) =
∏

1≤i<j≤d

λi − λj + j − i
j − i

= fλ
∏

(i,j)∈λ(d+ j − i)
n! , (19)

when (i, j) ∈ λ indicates that there is a box in the i-th row and j-th column of λ.
The Hook length formula and theWeyl dimension formula are related by n!WDλ(d) = fλ

∏
(i,j)∈λ(d+(j− i)),

see [16], page 55, Eq. (9). Using this equality, we can derive the following expression that relates WDλ(d) as
d→∞ to fλ:

lim
d→∞

WDλ(d)
dn

= fλ

n! lim
d→∞

∏
(i,j)∈λ

(1 + (j − i)/d) = fλ

n! . (20)

Representations of the symmetric group, St, are indexed by the Young diagrams λ ` t. We usually
indicate these irreps by ρλ(π), for π ∈ St. Dimension of ρλ(π) is fλ which we defined in Eq. (18). There are a
few notable representations:
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• The trivial representation, which is the irreducible representation corresponding to λ = (t).

• The sign representation corresponds to λ = (1, 1, 1, · · · , 1) (with t ones). This is a one-dimensional
irreducible representation that assigns ±1 to each permutation according to its sign.

• The standard representation is the conventional matrix representation of the permutations. It assigns
a t × t matrix ρstd to each π ∈ St, where ρstd(π) |i〉 = |π(i)〉. This representation is reducible and
decomposes to a trivial irrep and one copy of ρ(t−1,1).

One can use Young diagrams to construct the representations matrices. One way to do so is by defining the
Young symmetrizer. First, define two subgroups of St as follows:

• The row preserving subgroup Rλ. Fill the Young diagram λ with numbers 1 to t, placing 1, · · · , λ1 in
the first row, λ1 + 1, · · · , λ1 + λ2 in the second row, and so on. With this filling, define Rλ to be the
subgroup of St that preserves rows of this Young tableau. It is easy to see that |Rλ| =

∏
i λi!.

• The column preserving subgroup Cλ. Consider the Young tableau defined above. Similar to Rλ, we define
the column preserving subgroup to be the subgroup of St that preserves the columns of λ.

The Young symmetrizer, cλ, is
cλ =

∑
π∈Rλ,σ∈Cλ

sgn(σ)σπ,

where π and σ are considered to be abstract group elements (i.e., the elements of the group algebra), or
equivalently, the matrices of the regular representation of the group. “sgn” is the sign of the permutation.

We can observe that cλ is an unnormalized and non-orthogonal projector:

cλcλ = hook(λ)cλ, (21)

where the image of cλ is the irrep ρλ of the symmetric group. See, e.g., [14] chapter 4 for details.
The characters of any element of the symmetric group is identified by its conjugacy class, which is in

turns determined by the cycle type of the permutation. For π ∈ St, suppose that π has cycles of length
µ1 ≥ µ2 ≥ · · · ≥ µl. Then µ = (µ1, µ2, · · · , µl) is a partition of t, or equivalently, a Young diagram of size
|λ| = t. Therefore, the conjugacy classes of the symmetric group are also indexed by the Young diagrams of
size t. We indicate the character of the symmetric group by the matrix χ:

χµλ = character of the representation ρλ on an element with the cycle type µ.

Interestingly, the representations of the unitary group are also indexed by the Young diagrams, but a
different set of them. The group U(d) has an infinite number of finite dimensional irreducible representations
indexed by the Young diagrams of depth ≤ d. The dimension of the irreducible representation σ(d)

λ (U) of
U(d) is equal to the number of semi-standard Young tableaux and is given by the Weyl dimension formula
WDλ(d).

2.3 Symmetric polynomials
Before proceeding, we need to briefly review the theory of symmetric polynomials. A discussion of this
theory is essential for any in-depth analysis of the representation theory of the symmetric and the unitary
groups. The material in this section can be found in [16, 14].

Consider the space of symmetric polynomials of d variables, i.e., the polynomials p(x1, · · · , xd) that
remain invariant under the permutation of their d variables. The goal of this subsection is to remind the
reader of different bases for this space, as well as transition matrices between them.
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• Monomial symmetric polynomials. Monomial symmetric polynomials are the simplest basis for the space
of symmetric polynomials. For any partition λ ` t, definemλ to be

mλ = xλ1
1 xλ2

2 · · ·x
λd
d + all distinct monomials derived by permuting the variables.

For instance, if d = 3,m(1,1,0) = x1x2 + x1x3 + x2x3. It can be easily seen thatmλ is a polynomial of
degree |λ|, and the set {mλ} forms a basis for all symmetric polynomials.

• Power-sum symmetric polynomials. First, define pi = xi1 + · · ·+ xid. Next, we define pλ for a partition λ to
be

pλ = pλ1pλ2 · · · pλl(λ) .

The set of all polynomials pλ with λ ` t forms a basis for the space of symmetric polynomials of degree
t in d variables.

• Elementary symmetric polynomials. Define ei =
∑

1≤l1<l2<···<li≤d xl1xl2 · · ·xli . For instance, e2 =
x1x2 + x1x3 + · · ·+ xd−1xd. We define the elementary symmetric polynomial eλ as follows:

eλ = eλ1eλ2 · · · eλl(λ) .

Again, these polynomials form a basis for the space of symmetric polynomials. The change of basis
betweenmµ and eµ is given by

eλ =
∑
µ

IBλµmµ, (22)

where IBλµ is the number of 0, 1 matrices with the row sums of µ and the column sums given by ν.

• Complete homogeneous symmetric polynomials. Let hi =
∑

1≤l1≤l2≤···≤li≤d xl1xl2 · · ·xli , and hλ =
hλ1 · · ·hλl(λ) . The change of basis from the symmetric monomials to this basis is given by IMλµ

coefficients that count the number of integer valued matrices with the row sum equal to λ and the
column sum of µ:

hλ =
∑
µ

IMλµmµ. (23)

• Schur polynomials. Lastly, we discuss the arguably most important polynomial, the Schur polynomial sλ.
One way to define the Schur polynomials is by starting with the determinantal expression

a(λ1+d−1,λ2+d−2,...,λd)(x1, x2, . . . , xd) := det


xλ1+d−1

1 xλ1+d−1
2 . . . xλ1+d−1

d

xλ2+d−2
1 xλ2+d−2

2 . . . xλ2+d−2
d

...
...

. . .
...

xλd1 xλd2 . . . xλdd

 .
In particular, a(d−1,d−2,...,0)(x1, x2, . . . , xd) =

∏
1≤i<j≤d(xi − xj) is the Vandermonde determinant.

Then, the Schur polynomial is defined as

sλ =
a(λ1+d−1,λ2+d−2,...,λd)

a(d−1,d−2,...,0)
. (24)

There is a different way of defining the Schur polynomial using the semi-standard tableaux:

sλ =
∑

T is a semi-standard filling of λ

d∏
i=1

x
number of times i appears in T
i . (25)

It is not obvious from this definition that sλ is symmetric. The degree of sλ is |λ|.
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Next, we discuss the transition matrices between the different polynomial bases and the Schur basis.
If |λ| = |µ|, define the Kostka coefficient Kλµ to be the number of Young tableaux which are the
semi-standard fillings of the Young diagram of shape λ with content µ (i.e., there are µ1 number of 1’s,
µ2 number of 2’s, etc., in the tableau). Then, one can see that

sλ =
∑
µ

Kλµmµ. (26)

Another important example is the transition matrix between pλ and sλ. This is given by the characters
of the symmetric group:

pλ =
∑
µ

χλµsµ. (27)

It is possible to use this relation to recover the Frobenius formula for the character of the symmetric
group [14]. Lastly, we have the following two relations:

hλ =
∑
µ

Kµλsµ, and, (28)

eλ =
∑
µ

Kµ̃λsµ. (29)

In addition to what is mentioned above, the Schur polynomials have another significance: they are the
characters of the unitary group U(d). If a unitary U ∈ U(d) has eigenvalues a1, a2, · · · , ad, the character of
the irrep σ(d)

λ (U) is simply given by sλ(a1, a2, · · · , ad).
Interestingly, the transitionmatrices can be used to derive formulas for IBλµ and IMλµ. Combining Eq. (29)

and Eq. (26), we get eλ =
∑
µKµ̃λsµ =

∑
µν Kµ̃λKµνmν . From Eq. (22) we also know that eλ =

∑
ν IBλνmν .

Hence, we find a simple formula for the number of 0− 1 matrices with prescribed row and column sums:

IBµν =
∑
λ

Kλ̃µKλν . (30)

Similarly, Eq. (23) gives the number of integer matrices with prescribed row and column sums as

IMµν =
∑
λ

KλµKλν . (31)

We end this section by discussing a condition for vanishing of the Kostka numbers. Let us define the
lexicographical order on the Young diagrams:

µ > ν if the first non zero µi − νi is positive.

Then, one can see that
Kµν = 0 if µ < ν. (32)

Moreover,Kµµ = 1 for all µ. This means that if we order the Young diagrams by the lexicographical order,
the Kostka matrix is a lower triangular matrix with identity on the diagonals. The inverse of the matrixK,
which we indicate by (K−1)µν , exists and is a lower triangular matrix as well:

(K−1)µν = 0 if µ < ν. (33)

2.4 Schur-Weyl duality, Howe duality, and the left-right action on the regular repre-
sentation

In this section, we discuss some of the deep dualities and results in the representation theory of St and U(d).
We will extensively use these results in the rest of this manuscript.
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2.4.1 U(d) and St: the Schur-Weyl duality

Let H = Cd. For any U ∈ U(d), the operator U⊗t acts on H⊗t. Similarly, for any π ∈ St, π acts on H⊗t
through a representation r that permutes the t replicas of the vector space:

r(π) [ψ1 ⊗ ψ2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ψd] = ψπ−1(1) ⊗ ψπ−1(2) ⊗ · · · ⊗ ψπ−1(d) for |ψi〉 ∈ H. (34)

The action of the permutation group and the symmetric group commute, and therefore, one can decompose
H⊗t into irreducible representations of both groups. The celebrated Schur-Weyl duality gives the form of
this decomposition and states that:

H⊗t =
⊕

λ`t, l(λ)≤d

V
Sym
λ ⊗ V U(d)

λ , (35)

where V Sym
λ is the vector space that the symmetric group acts on with the irrep ρλ, and V U(d)

λ is a space that
the irrep σ(d)

λ of U(d) acts on. In other words, the vector space is decomposed into a direct sum of so called
isotypic subspaces V Sym

λ ⊗ V U(d)
λ , where the groups St and U(d) act as a simple tensor product. This duality

lies at the heart of the representation theory of symmetric and unitary groups.

2.4.2 U(d1) and U(d2): the Howe duality

Consider a slightly different scenario and letH = Cd1 ⊗ Cd2 . The groups U(d1) and U(d2) have commuting
actions onH, where U(d1) acts on Cd1 and U(d2) acts on Cd2 tensor factor. One can consider t-th symmetric
power ofH, i.e., the image ofH⊗t under the projection to the symmetric subspace 1

t!
∑
π∈St r(π) (see Eq. (34)

for the definition of r(π)). We call this space Symt(H). The commuting actions of U(d1) and U(d2) extend to
the symmetric subspace, and Symt decomposes into isotypic subspaces

Symt(Cd1 ⊗ Cd2) =
⊕

λ`t, l(λ)≤min(d1,d2)

V
U(d1)
λ ⊗ V U(d2)

λ . (36)

Again, V U(d)
λ is a subspace that the irrep σ

(d)
λ acts on. This duality and a number of similar dualities

involving other classical groups are usually called Howe dualities [17, 18]. Equation (36) and the Schur-Weyl
duality Eq. (35) are very similar in nature, and in fact, can be derived from each other (see [17] and Section 3.1).

2.4.3 St and St: the left-right action on the regular representation

Here we discuss the decomposition of the regular representation. This is the most basic of the relations that
we discuss in this section, and generically, is not considered a duality. We include it here as it has a similar
structure to the above dualities.

Consider a t! dimensional vector space with a basis indexed by the group elements {eπ}π∈St . The left
regular representation act on this space by ρL(α)eπ = eαπ . Similarly, the right regular representation ρR acts
by ρR(α)eπ = eπα−1 . It is immediate to see that these two actions commute, and Ct! bears a representation of
St × St. In a similar fashion as the above dualities, one can see that Ct! decomposes in subspaces carrying a
tensor factorization of the irreps of left and right symmetric groups:

Ct! =
⊕
λ`t

V
Sym
λ ⊗ V Sym

λ .

The first tensor factor in the summand corresponds to the action of the permutation group form the left,
while the second one corresponds to the right action ρR.
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3 From permanents to the symmetric group and the Howe duality
Equipped with the basics of the representation theory, we can start our analysis of the permanent moments.
We still need more tools, which will be introduced as we proceed.

In this section, we prove one of our central results (Eq. (13)) that provides a framework for systematically
computing the moment of permanents of minors of random unitary matrices. As we will observe, our result
can be used to give an alternative proof of the Gaussian expansion formula Eq. (9).

Recall U(d)k×k, the ensemble of leading k × k minors of Haar random d× d unitary matrices7. We are
interested in computing EM∼U(d)k×k |PermM |2t, and as a first step, we wish to write it in a different form.
Using the simple identity Perm(A⊗ 1t) = Perm(A)t, we have

EM∼U(k)d×d |PermM |2t = EM∼U(k)d×d |Perm(M ⊗ 1t)|2 .

Let H = Cdt = Cd ⊗ Ct. One basis for H is given by ei ⊗ ej := ei,j , where i ∈ {1, · · · , d} and j ∈ {1, · · · , t}.
Consider a vector Ω ∈ H⊗kt defined as

Ω =
⊗

1≤i≤k,1≤j≤t
ei,j =

e1,1 ⊗ e1,2 ⊗ e1,3 ⊗ · · · ⊗ e1,t ⊗

e2,1 ⊗ e2,2 ⊗ e2,3 ⊗ · · · ⊗ e2,t ⊗

e3,1 ⊗ e3,2 ⊗ e3,3 ⊗ · · · ⊗ e3,t ⊗
...

...
...

. . .
...

ek,1 ⊗ ek,2 ⊗ ek,3 ⊗ · · · ⊗ ek,t

. (37)

Let V and U be t× t and d× dmatrices, respectively, and defineM to be the leading k × k minor of U . The
permutation group Stk acts on the set of kt pairs {(i, j)}1≤k,1≤t, and one can see that:

Perm(M ⊗ V ) =
∑
π∈Stk

t,k∏
i=1,j=1,π((i,j))=(r,s)

UirVjs = 〈ΩSym,Symkt(U ⊗ V )ΩSym〉,

where ΩSym =
(

1√
(kt)!

∑
r(π)∈Stk π

)
Ω is the symmetrized and normalized version of Ω (see Eq. (34) for the

definition of r), and 〈·, ·〉 is the standard complex inner product.
Using the Howe duality (Eq. (36)), we can decompose Symkt(U ⊗ V ) into irreps of U(d) and U(t):

Symkt(Cd ⊗ Ct) =
⊕

λ`kt,l(λ)≤min(d,t)

V
U(d)
λ ⊗ V U(t)

λ ,

where U(d) acts on V U(d)
λ and U(t) acts on V U(t)

λ . Written in terms of the representation matrices, we have

Symkt(U ⊗ V ) =
⊕

λ`kt,l(λ)≤min(d,t)

σ
(d)
λ (U)⊗ σ(t)

λ (V ). (38)

For our calculations we set V = 1t, and therefore,

EU∼U(d)k×k |Perm(M ⊗ 1t)|2 =
EU∼U(d)k×k 〈ΩSym,Symkt(U ⊗ 1t)ΩSym〉 〈ΩSym,Symkt(U† ⊗ 1t)ΩSym〉 =∑
λ`kt,l(λ)≤min(d,t)

EU∼U(d)k×k 〈ΩSym, σλ(U)⊗ σλ(1t)ΩSym〉 〈ΩSym, σλ(U†)⊗ σλ(1t)ΩSym〉.

7Choosing the leading minor has no significance, and any other minor could be used as well. This is because the random unitary
ensemble is invariant under the permutation of rows and columns.
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To derive the third line from the second line, we used Eq. (38) for Symkt(U ⊗ 1t) and Symkt(U† ⊗ 1t), and
used Schur’s lemma to argue that only the terms with coinciding irreps survive. Therefore, we only have one
sum over the irreps.

Let us define the projection ofΩSym to the isotypic subspace indexedbyλ, i.e.,ΩλSym := σλ(1)⊗σλ(1t) ΩSym,
and define PΩλSym

to be the projector to ΩλSym (In conventional quantum mechanics bra-ket notation,
PΩλSym

= |ΩλSym〉〈ΩλSym|, when |ΩλSym〉 := ΩλSym). Using Schur’s lemma, it is straightforward to see that

∑
λ`kt,l(λ)≤min(d,t)

EU∼U(d)k×k 〈ΩSym, σλ(U)⊗ σλ(1t)ΩSym〉 〈ΩSym, σλ(U†)⊗ σλ(1t)ΩSym〉 =

∑
λ`kt,l(λ)≤min(d,t)

1
WDλ(d) tr

[(
tr
V
U(d)
λ

(PΩλSym
)
)2
]
. (39)

Where tr
V
U(d)
λ

is the partial trace. Let us explain the tensor factorization once more in details: in order to
compute the moments of permanents, one has to consider the isotypic subspaces individually, and consider
the restriction ΩλSym of ΩSym. According to Howe’s duality, this vector lives in the tensor product vector space
V
U(d)
λ ⊗ V U(t)

λ , and one can compute the partial trace of the projector to this vector with respect to one of
these tensor factors: tr

V
U(d)
λ

(PΩλSym
). The rest is straightforward algebra.

After simplifying this expression, we obtain the following result:

Theorem 3.1. Consider a k× t rectangle and let R and C be the row preserving and the column preserving subgroups
(see Definition 1.2). Then

EM∼U(d)k×k |Perm(M)|2t =
∑

λ`kt,l(λ)≤min(k,t)

1
WDλ(d)

(
fλ

(kt)!

)2

tr [ρλ(RCRC)] , (40)

where fλ is the dimension of the irrep of Stk with the Young diagram λ, WDλ(d) is the dimension of the irrep U(d)
with the same Young diagram, and R =

∑
r∈R r, and C =

∑
c∈C c according to Remark 1.5

The proof of this theorem is lengthy and will be reported in the next subsection. Before going to the proof
we discuss some of the consequences of Theorem 3.1.

We can immediately derive the formula for the average of permanents of Gaussian matrices from Eq. (40).
Consider the limit d→∞ while keeping k fixed. Matrix elements ofM ∼ U(d)k×k become more and more
independent and will be distributed according to the Gaussian distribution. However, it is easy to see that
the standard deviation of the individual matrix elements ofM is 1√

d
, therefore, we need to normalizeM by a

factor of d1/2 to obtain a random i.i.d. complex Gaussian matrix (where the standard deviation of individual
elements is 1). Hence, we have the following easy remark:

Remark 3.2. LetM ′ be the leading k×k minor of d×dHaar random unitary matrices. LetM be d1/2M ′, as d→∞.
Then, the different matrix elements ofM are i.i.d Gaussians with standard deviation of 1.

We conclude that,

EM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2t = lim
d→∞

EM∼U(d)k×k
∣∣∣Perm(d1/2M)

∣∣∣2t =

∑
λ

[
lim
d→∞

dkt/2

WDλ(d)

](
fλ

(kt)!

)2

tr [ρλ(RCRC)] = 1
(kt)!

∑
λ

fλ tr [ρλ(RCRC)] = tr(RCRC)
(kt)! ,

where the first equality follows from Remark 3.2, the second one uses Eq. (40), the third one is consequence
of Eq. (20), and the last one is simply the decomposition of the regular representation (see, e.g., Eq. (20) and
the text that follows). This provides an alternative proof of Theorem 1.3.

We also obtain the generalized version of the size-moment duality:
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Corollary 3.3 (size-moment duality). From Theorem 3.1, it is easy to observe that as long as k, t ≤ d,

EM∼U(d)k×k |Perm(M)|2t = EM∼U(d)t×t |Perm(M)|2k .

In other words, one can exchange the matrix dimension and the moment when calculating moments of permanents.

3.1 Proof of Theorem 3.1
In this section, we start from Eq. (39) and prove Theorem 3.1. Unlike the previous discussion, we use the
Schur-Weyl duality as we need to obtain more detailed information than what the Howe duality naively
presents. In fact, the early parts of our calculations mimic the proof of the Howe duality from the Schur-Weyl
duality [17]. This section is rather detailed, and we encourage the reader to skip it in the first reading of the
manuscript.

We wish to analyze PΩλSym
(see the text above Eq. (39)) as our first step. Recall the definition of our initial

vector spaceH = Cd ⊗ Ct, and the definition of Ω in Eq. (37).
One may naturally assume that the tensor factors ofH⊗kt are ordered in following way:

H⊗kt =

(Cd ⊗ Ct) ⊗ (Cd ⊗ Ct) ⊗ (Cd ⊗ Ct) ⊗ · · · ⊗ (Cd ⊗ Ct) ⊗

(Cd ⊗ Ct) ⊗ (Cd ⊗ Ct) ⊗ (Cd ⊗ Ct) ⊗ · · · ⊗ (Cd ⊗ Ct) ⊗
...

...
...

. . .
...

(Cd ⊗ Ct) ⊗ (Cd ⊗ Ct) ⊗ (Cd ⊗ Ct) ⊗ · · · ⊗ (Cd ⊗ Ct)

.

To proceed, we need to re-arrange the tensor factors in a different way:

H⊗kt = (Cd)⊗kt ⊗ (Ct)⊗kt =

Cd ⊗ Cd ⊗ Cd ⊗ · · · ⊗ Cd ⊗

Cd ⊗ Cd ⊗ Cd ⊗ · · · ⊗ Cd ⊗
...

...
...

. . .
...

Cd ⊗ Cd ⊗ Cd ⊗ · · · ⊗ Cd

⊗

Ct ⊗ Ct ⊗ Ct ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ct ⊗

Ct ⊗ Ct ⊗ Ct ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ct ⊗
...

...
...

. . .
...

Ct ⊗ Ct ⊗ Ct ⊗ · · · ⊗ Ct

.

We call the first sector, i.e., (Cd)⊗kt, the vector spaceHA, and the second sector the vector spaceHB . When
acting by (U ⊗ 1t)⊗kt on H⊗kt, we assume that U acts on HA. Correspondingly, we write Ω as the tensor
product of ΩA and ΩB :

Ω = ΩA ⊗ ΩB =

e1 ⊗ e1 ⊗ e1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ e1 ⊗

e2 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e2 ⊗ · · · ⊗ e2 ⊗

e3 ⊗ e3 ⊗ e3 ⊗ · · · ⊗ e3 ⊗
...

...
...

. . .
...

ek ⊗ ek ⊗ ek ⊗ · · · ⊗ ek

⊗

e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e3 ⊗ · · · ⊗ et ⊗

e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e3 ⊗ · · · ⊗ et ⊗

e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e3 ⊗ · · · ⊗ et ⊗
...

...
...

. . .
...

e1 ⊗ e2 ⊗ e3 ⊗ · · · ⊗ et

.

According to the Schur-Weyl duality (Section 2.4.1) the vector spaces (Cd)⊗kt and (Ct)⊗kt decompose
into the irreps:

HA =
⊕

λ`kt,l(λ)≤d

V
Sym,A
λ ⊗ V U(d),A

λ , and,

HB =
⊕

λ`kt,l(λ)≤t

V
Sym,B
λ ⊗ V U(t),B

λ .
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The symmetric group Skt acts on the V Sym sectors through ρAλ and ρBλ , U(d) acts on V U(d),A sector via σAλ ,
and U(t) acts on V U(t),B with σBλ . With this notation,

H⊗kt =
⊕

λ1`kt,l(λ1)≤d,λ2`kt,l(λ2)≤t

V Sym,A
λ1

⊗ V U(d),A
λ1

⊗ V Sym,B
λ2

⊗ V U(t),B
λ2

. (41)

As usual, we represent the action of the permutation group on theHA by rA(π), and onHB by rB(π), for
π ∈ Stk.

Now, we re-write ΩSym as:

ΩSym = 1√
(kt)!

∑
π∈Skt

rA(π)⊗ rB(π) Ω = 1√
(kt)!

∑
π∈Skt

⊕
λ1,λ2

ρAλ1
(π)⊗ σAλ1

(1)⊗ ρBλ2
(π)⊗ σBλ2

(1) Ω. (42)

Consider the vector spaces V Sym,A
λ and V Sym,B

λ . One can find real and identical basis vectors eA,λi and eB,λi ,
with i = 1, · · · , fλ for these vector spaces. With this, we can define the standard maximally entangled vector
between these spaces:

φ+
λ = 1√

fλ

fλ∑
i=1

eA,λi ⊗ eB,λi .

Furthermore, we can define the rank 1 projector to φ+
λ as P+

λ (Again, using Dirac’s notation P+
λ = |φ+

λ 〉〈φ
+
λ |).

As a result of Schur’s lemma and reality of permutation representations, we can easily see that φ+
λ is the

unique +1 eigenvalue of all ρAλ (π)⊗ ρBλ (π), for all π ∈ Skt. Therefore, it is easy to see that

1
(kt)!

∑
π∈Skt

ρAλ1
(π)⊗ ρBλ2

(π) = δλ1,λ2 P
+
λ1
.

Substituting this relation into Eq. (42), we get that,

ΩSym =
√

(kt)!
⊕
λ

P+
λ ⊗ σ

A
λ (1)⊗ σBλ (1) Ω.

Note that there is only one sum over the Young diagrams, which means that the support of ΩSym lies in the
diagonal λ1 = λ2 sector of the vector space Eq. (41).

It is straightforward to see that for every vector Ω, one can always find a vector ωλ ∈ V U(d),A
λ ⊗ V U(d),B

λ ,
such that

P+
λ Ω = φ+

λ ⊗ ωλ.

(Again, using Dirac’s notation |ω〉 = 〈φ+
λ |Ω〉, where |Ω〉 = Ω). Therefore,

ΩSym =
⊕
λ

φ+
λ ⊗ ωλ (43)

Recall that our goal was to derive an explicit expression for ΩλSym. We can read ΩλSym from ΩSym using
the relation fλ

(kt)!
∑
π∈Skt χλ(π)rA(π) = 1V Sym,A

λ
⊗ 1

V
U(d),A
λ

, where χλ is the character of the symmetric group.
Using this, we get that

ΩλSym = fλ

(kt)!
∑
π∈Skt

χλ(π)rA(π) ΩSym = fλ

((kt)!)3/2

∑
π1,π2∈Skt

χλ(π1π
−1
2 )rA(π1)⊗ rB(π2) Ω.

Now, we can compute the quantity tr
[(

tr
V
U(d)
λ

(PΩλSym
)
)2
]
. Consider two copies of the state PΩλSym

:

(PΩλSym
)1⊗ (PΩλSym

)2 ∈ V Sym,A1
λ1

⊗V U(d),A1
λ1

⊗V Sym,B1
λ2

⊗V U(d),B1
λ2

⊗V Sym,A2
λ1

⊗V U(d),A2
λ1

⊗V Sym,B2
λ2

⊗V U(d),B2
λ2

.
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Let F
V
U(d),A
λ

be the operator that swaps the vector spaces V U(d),A1
λ and V

U(d),A2
λ , and FV Sym,A

λ
be the

corresponding operator for the vector spaces V Sym,A2
λ and V Sym,A1

λ . We have

tr
[(

tr
V
U(d)
λ

(PΩλSym
)
)2
]

= tr
[
(PΩλSym

)⊗2F
V
U(d),A
λ

]
= tr

[
(PωλSym

)⊗2F
V
U(d),A
λ

]
,

where PωλSym
is the projector to ωλSym. Since fλ tr

[
(P+)⊗2FV Sym,A

λ

]
= 1, we conclude that,

tr
[(

tr
V
U(d)
λ

(PΩλSym
)
)2
]

= tr
[
(PωλSym

)⊗2F
V
U(d),A
λ

]
=

fλ tr
[
(PωλSym

)⊗2F
V
U(d),A
λ

⊗
[
(P+)⊗2FV Sym,A

λ

]]
=

fλ tr
[
(PΩλSym

)⊗2(FV Sym,A
λ

⊗ F
V
U(d),A
λ

)
]

= fλ tr
[
(PΩλSym

)⊗2FA

]
,

with FA being the operator that simply swaps HA tensor factors of the two copy vector space. Substitut-
ing Eq. (43) into this expression leads to the following equation:

tr
[(

tr
V
U(d)
λ

(PΩλSym
)
)2
]

=

(fλ)5

((kt)!)6

∑
α1,α2,β1,β2,γ1,γ2,δ1,δ2∈Skt

χ(α1α
−1
2 )χ(β1β

−1
2 )χ(γ1γ

−1
2 )χ(δ1δ−1

2 )×

tr
[
rA1(α1)rB1(α2)rA2(β1)rB2(β2)(PΩA ⊗ PΩB )⊗2rA1(γ1)rB1(γ2)rA2(δ1)rB2(δ2)FA

]
.

The trace in the above expression reduces to

tr
[
rA1(α1)rB1(α2)rA2(β1)rB2(β2)(PΩA ⊗ PΩB )⊗2rA1(γ1)rB1(γ2)rA2(δ1)rB2(δ2)FA

]
=

tr
[
rA1(α1)rA2(β1)(PΩA)⊗2rA1(γ1)rA2(δ1)FA

]
× tr [rB(β2)PΩBrB(δ2)]× tr [rB(α2)PΩBrB(γ2)] =

tr [rA(β1)PΩArA(γ1)]× tr [rA(α1)PΩArA(δ1)]× tr [rB(β2)PΩBrB(δ2)]× tr [rB(α2)PΩBrB(γ2)] =
tr [PΩArA(γ1β1)]× tr [PΩArA(δ1α1)]× tr [PΩBrB(δ2β2)]× tr [PΩBrB(γ2α2)].

As define in Definition 1.2, let R be the row preserving group and C be the column preserving group for
the k × t rectangle above. It is evident that for any π ∈ Skt, tr [PΩArA(π)] = δπ∈R, and tr [PΩBrB(π)] = δπ∈C .
Therefore,

tr
[(

tr
V
U(d)
λ

(PΩλSym
)
)2
]

=

(fλ)5

((kt)!)6

∑
α1,α2,β1,β2,γ1,γ2,δ1,δ2∈Skt

χ(α1α
−1
2 )χ(β1β

−1
2 )χ(γ1γ

−1
2 )χ(δ1δ−1

2 ) δγ1β1∈R δδ1α1∈R δδ2β2∈C δγ2α2∈C

= (fλ)5

((kt)!)6

∑
r1,r2∈R,c1,c2∈C,α1,α2,β1,β2∈Stk

χ(α1α
−1
2 )χ(α2c1r1β

−1
1 )χ(β1β

−1
2 )χ(β2c2r2α

−1
1 ).

The following expression uses the Schur’s lemma to "stitch" the different terms:

∑
π∈Stk

χλ(απ)χλ(π−1β) =
∑
π∈Stk

χλ(απ)χλ(β−1π) = tr
([
ρλ(α)⊗ ρλ(β−1)

] [ ∑
π∈Stk

ρλ(π)⊗ ρλ(π)
])

=

((kt)!) tr
([
ρλ(α)⊗ ρλ(β−1)

]
P+
λ

)
= ((kt)!) tr

(
[ρλ(α)ρλ(β)⊗ 1]P+

λ

)
= (kt)!

fλ
χλ(αβ),
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where P+
λ is again the maximally entangled vector between two copies of the vector space where ρλ acts

on, and we used the transpose trick for the one to the last equality. Using this relation multiple times, we
conclude that,

tr
[(

tr
V
U(d)
λ

(PΩλSym
)
)2
]

= (fλ)2

((kt)!)2

∑
r1,r2∈R,c1,c2∈C

χλ(c1r1c2r2) = (fλ)2

((kt)!)2 trλ(RCRC).

We used the notation introduced in Remark 1.5.
It remains to prove that if l(λ) > k then trλ(RCRC) = 0. To do so, it is sufficient to show that ρλ(R) is

zero if l(λ) > k. Consider the vector space (Cd)⊗tk, and the commuting action of U(d) and Stk. We have that(∑
r∈R

r

)
U⊗kt =

⊕
λ`kt,l(λ)≤d

ρλ(R)⊗ σλ(U). (44)

On the other hand,
1
|R|

(∑
r∈R

r

)
U⊗kt =

[(
1
t!
∑
π∈St

π

)
U⊗t

]⊗k
= [Symt(U)]⊗k .

By the Pieri’s formula [14], if λ is any Young diagram, then ρλ ⊗ Symt =
⊕

µ ρµ, where µ is constructed by
adding t boxes to λ in a way that no two boxes are added to the same column. Therefore, the length of the
irreps appearing in ρλ⊗ Symt is at most one more than the length of λ. With this, we can easily conclude that
no irrep of length more than k appear in [Symt(U)]⊗k. Comparing with Eq. (44), this means that ρλ(R) = 0
when l(λ) > k.

4 Permanent of random i.i.d. Gaussian matrices
In this section, we describe our results on lower bounding, computing, and estimating EM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2t.
Our starting point is the expansion formula in Remark 3.2, which we repeat here for the reader’s convenience:

EM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2t = 1
(kt)!

∑
λ

fλ tr [ρλ(RCRC)] . (45)

Terms in the right-hand side sum are all positive, and therefore, any subset of them will constitute a
valid lower bound for the moments of random permanents. The challenging task is to explicitly compute
tr [ρλ(RCRC)]. We can only compute this quantity for the Young diagrams of depth 2 and 3, where there are
only a few boxes in the second and the third row. The first goal of this section is to show how this calculation
is done.

In Section 4.1, we introduce the notion of plethysm and show how it can be used to bound tr [ρλ(RCRC)]
in terms of tr [ρλ(RC)]. Next, in Sections 4.2 and 4.4, we use Cauchy identity to provide formulas for
tr [ρλ(RC)] when l(λ) = 2, and a few explicit results for l(λ) = 3. We extend these results to the case of
tr [ρλ(RCRC)] in Section 4.3, and prove a lower bound for the moments of permanent in Section 4.5.

The second goal of this section is to argue that the lower bounds that we drive in Section 4.5 are very
close to being tight. To justify this assertion, we provide explicit calculation of the permanent moments
using a new algorithm that we develop in Section 4.6. Next, in Section 4.7, we formally state our permanent
moment growth conjecture and provide further analytical arguments to support it. Lastly, in Section 4.8, we
assume our moment growth conjecture and use large deviation theory to predict the form of the tail of the
log-permanent distribution.

4.1 Plethysm
In this section, we first discuss the notion of plethysm and then proceed to connect it to our calculations.
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Consider a complex vector space Cd (with d being large) where the GL(d) group acts on. One can
construct the order t symmetric representation of this group that acts on Symt(Cd). This is an irreducible
representation as we mentioned before, so it cannot be decomposed into smaller irreps of GL(d).

Now, proceed one step further and consider k-th symmetric power of Symt(Cd), i.e., Symk(Symt(Cd)).
This space carries a representation of GL(d) and can be decomposed into its irreps σλ (that act on V U(d)

λ ),
each one repeated Plk,tλ times:

Symk(Symt(Cd)) =
⊕
λ`kt

CPlk,t
λ ⊗ V U(d)

λ . (46)

We call the coefficients Plk,tλ the “plethysm” coefficients. Finding a combinatorial formula for the plethysm
coefficients is a major open problem in representation theory, and except for the cases where k < 4, no
explicit relation is known for general t.

Now, we state the main result of this subsection:

Theorem 4.1. Let Plk,tλ be the plethysm coefficient defined in Eq. (46), ρλ be the irrep of Skt corresponding to the
Young diagram λ, and R and C be the row and the column preserving subgroups defined in Definition 1.2. Then, the
following inequalities hold:

(tr[ρλ(RC)])2/Plk,tλ ≤ tr[ρλ(RCRC)] ≤ (tr[ρλ(RC)])2. (47)

Proof. Recall that the row preserving group R (see Definition 1.2) is constructed as the product of k
permutation groups that individually permute the content of rows of a k × t rectangle. Let us consider the
diagonal subgroup of R, Rd, where the same permutation acts on different rows. To be more explicit, each
element ofR can be identified by a sequence of k permutations in St: (π1, · · · , πk), where πi simply permutes
the element of the i-th row. With this notation, each element of Rd is of the form (π, π, · · · , π), with π ∈ St.
Therefore, |Rd| = t!.

Moreover, it is easy to see that if c ∈ C and rd ∈ Rd, then crd = rdc, therefore, two groups C and Rd
commute and one can construct the product group Ĉ = C ×Rd of order t!(k!)t. In a similar fashion, we can
define the diagonal Cd group and the corresponding product group R̂ of order k!(t!)k.

Let us consider the action of the group R̂ on the vector space (Cd)⊗kt. The subgroup R of R̂ will project
to (Symt(Cd))⊗k, and then the diagonal Cd will further project to Symk(Symt(Cd)). Using the Schur-Weyl
duality for permutations in R̂, we get:

Symk(Symt(Cd)) = support(r(R̂)) =
⊕

support
(
ρλ(R̂)

)
⊗ V U(d)

λ .

When comparing with the definition of the plethysm coefficients, this gives the following important result:

rank(ρλ(R̂)) = Plk,tλ .

Let us return to the quantity of interest, tr[ρλ(RCRC)]. We have that,

tr[ρλ(RCRC)] = |R|2|C|2 tr
[
ρλ

(
R

|R|
C

|C|
R

|R|
C

|C|

)]
= |R|2|C|2 tr

(ρλ( R̂

|R̂|
C

|C|
R̂

|R̂|

))2
 , (48)

where we used the fact that R/|R| and C/|C| are projectors, and C = CdCCd/(k!)2. Note that,

rank ρλ

(
R̂

|R̂|
C

|C|
R̂

|R̂|

)
≤ rank ρλ(R̂) = Plk,tλ . (49)
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In general, for any positive Hermitian matrix A we have tr(A)2/ rank(A) ≤ tr(A2) ≤ tr(A)2. Setting
A = ρλ

(
R̂
|R̂|

C
|C|

R̂
|R̂|

)
we obtain:

(
tr
[
ρλ

(
R̂
|R̂|

C
|C|

R̂
|R̂|

)])2

Plk,tλ
≤ tr

(ρλ( R̂

|R̂|
C

|C|
R̂

|R̂|

))2
 ≤ (tr

[
ρλ

(
R̂

|R̂|
C

|C|
R̂

|R̂|

)])2

. (50)

But, tr
[
ρλ

(
R̂
|R̂|

C
|C|

R̂
|R̂|

)]
= tr

[
ρλ

(
R
|R|

C
|C|

R
|R|

)]
= 1
|R||C| tr [ρλ (RC)]. Combining Eq. (48) and Eq. (50), we get

the desired result.

The significance Theorem 4.1 is in the fact that, generically, the plethysm coefficients are much smaller
than rank ρλ(R), and tr ρλ(RC) is easier to compute than tr ρλ(RCRC). For several important cases Plk,tλ = 1,
which fully reduces the much harder calculation of tr ρλ(RCRC) to the calculation of tr ρλ(RC).

4.1.1 Special cases of plethysm

Before ending this subsection, we wish to compute Plk,tλ for l(λ) ≤ 2 as well as a few cases where l(λ) = 3.
As our first step, note that the character of Symk(Symt(Cd)) can be easily computed. Let λ1, · · · , λd be the

eigenvalues of an element of GL(d). Then, the eigenvalues of Symt(Cd) are all monomials ui := λ
ti1
1 · · ·λ

tid
d ,

where {ti} is the set of vectors of integers that are solutions to ti1 + · · · + tid = t. There are qt =
(
d+t−1
d−1

)
solutions to this equation, so i runs from 1 to qt. Then, the character of this representation is simply

f(λ1, · · · , λd) = hk(u1, · · · , uqt) =
∑

i1≤···≤ik

ui1 · · ·uik . (51)

We wish to expand f in terms of Schur polynomials, and it can be concluded from Eq. (46) that the
coefficient of each polynomial is equal to the plethysm coefficient:

f(λ1, · · · , λd) =
∑
µ

Plk,tµ sµ(λ1, · · · , λd).

Let us count howmany times the term λkt1 appears in f . To produce such a term in the expansion of hk(u),
we are only allowed to include one term, i.e., uk1 , where u1 = λt1. Therefore, this coefficient appears once. We
can generalize this argument to count the coefficient of the term λkt−a1 λa2 in f . To make such coefficients,
we are only allowed to use the terms uωi := λt−i1 λi2. Assume that in the expansion of hk these coefficients
appear with the powers of ki, i.e., we are considering terms such as uk1

ω1
· · ·uktωt . These coefficients satisfy∑t

i=0 ki = k, and
∑t
i=0 iki = a. This is equal to the number of partitions of a to at most k parts, where the

size of each part is limited by t. In simpler words, this is the number of Young diagrams of the a boxes that fit
into a k × t rectangle. Let us call the number of Young diagrams of a box that fit in a t× k rectangle q(t, k, a).
Therefore, we have

coefficient of λkt−a1 λa2 in f = q(t, k, a) := # Young diagrams of a boxes that fit in a k × t rectangle.

On the other hand, we can see from the definition of the Schur polynomials (Eq. (25)) that the term
λkt−a1 λa2 can only appear in sµ where the diagram µ can be filled with the content (kt− a, a). This means
that µ should be of the form (kt− b, b), with b ≤ a. More precisely, the coefficient of λkt−a1 λa2 in s(kt−b,b) is
given byK(kt−b,b),(kt−a,a) = 1 as long as b ≤ a. Hence,

Plk,t(kt−a,a) = Coefficient of λkt−a1 λa2 in f − Coefficient of λkt−a+1
1 λa−1

2 in f = q(t, k, a)− q(t, k, a− 1).

In particular, assuming that k ≥ t ≥ 2, the first few plethysm coefficients are:
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• λ = (kt): Plk,tλ = 1.

• λ = (kt− 1, 1): Plk,tλ = q(t, k, 1)− q(t, k, 0) = 1− 1 = 0.

• λ = (kt− 2, 2): Plk,tλ = q(t, k, 2)− q(t, k, 1) = 2− 1 = 1.

• λ = (kt− 3, 3): Plk,tλ = q(t, k, 3)− q(t, k, 2) = q(t, k, 3)− 2. If t = 2, then q(2, k) = 2, and if t ≥ 3, then
q(2 ≥ 3, k) = 3. Therefore,

Plt,k(kt−3,3) = 1 if t ≥ 3,

Plt,k(kt−3,3) = 0 if t = 2.

• λ = (kt− 4, 4). Using the same logic as the previous case and counting the number of Young diagrams
that fit in a t× k box, we get the following values for the plethysm coefficients:

Plt,k(kt−4,4) = 2 if t ≥ 4,

Plt,k(kt−4,4) = 1 if t = 3,

Plt,k(kt−4,4) = 1 if t = 2.

Similar logic can be used to compute a few plethysm coefficients with l(λ) > 2:
• λ = (kt − 2, 1, 1). In this case, we need to compute the coefficient of λkt−2

1 λ2λ3 in f . Let us define
u1 = λt1, u2 = λt−1

1 λ2, u3 = λt−1
1 λ3, and u4 = λt−2

1 λ2λ3. Using the definition of the character Eq. (51),
there are only two ways to produce λkt−2

1 λ2λ3 in f : either as uk−1
1 u4, or uk−2

1 u2u3. On the other hand,
there are only 4 Schur polynomials that contain this term: s(kt), s(kt−1,1), s(kt−2,2), s(kt−2,1,1). Hence,

f = Pl(kt)s(kt) + Pl(kt−1,1)s(kt−1,1) + Pl(kt−2,2)s(kt−2,2) + Pl(kt−2,1,1)s(kt−2,1,1)

+ terms that do not contain λkt−2
1 λ2λ3 =

s(kt) + s(kt−2,2) + Pl(kt−2,1,1)s(kt−2,1,1) + terms that do not contain λkt−2
1 λ2λ3.

But the number of times that λkt−2
1 λ2λ3 appears in s(kt) + s(kt−2,2) is exactly 2 as well. Therefore,

Pl(kt−2,1,1) = 0.

• λ = (kt− 3, 2, 1), with t ≥ 3. Again, we need to compute the coefficient of λkt−3
1 λ2

2λ3 in f . There are 4
ways to produce this term in f according to Eq. (47): (λt1)k−1×(λt−3

1 λ2
2λ3), (λt1)k−2×(λt−2

1 λ2
2)×(λt−1

1 λ3),
(λt1)k−2 × (λt−1

1 λ2)× (λt−2
1 λ2λ3), and (λt1)k−3 × (λt−1

1 λ2)2 × (λt−1
1 λ3). Similarly, we have that

f = s(kt) + s(kt−2,2) + s(kt−3,3) + Plk,t(kt−3,2,1)s(kt−3,2,1) + · · ·+ terms that do not contain λkt−2
1 λ2

2λ3.

One can easily see that λkt−2
1 λ2

2λ3 appears once in s(kt) and s(kt−3,3) and twice in s(kt−2,2). This follows
from Eq. (26) andK(kt),(kt−3,2,1) = K(kt−3,3),(kt−3,2,1) = 1, andK(kt−2,2),(kt−3,2,1) = 2. Therefore, all of
the 4 copies of λkt−2

1 λ2
2λ3 that exist in f are already captured by the two row Young diagrams, and we

have Plk,t(kt−3,2,1) = 0.

• λ = (kt− 4, 3, 1), and t ≥ 4. The similar logic as the previous parts will show that Plk,t(kt−4,3,1) = 0

• λ = (kt− 4, 2, 2), and t ≥ 3. In this case we have that Plk,t(kt−4,2,2) = 1

• λ = (kt− 5, 3, 2), and t ≥ 3. Similar logic shows that Plk,t(kt−5,3,2) = 1

And lastly, for the case of t = 2:
• When t = 2, then it is easy to see that Q(2, k, a) = 1 + ba/2c. Hence,

Pl2,k(2t−a,a) = 1 if a is even and 0 otherwise. (52)
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4.2 The Cauchy identity and tr [ρλ(RC)] for l(λ) = 2
In this section, we are mainly concerned with computing tr [ρλ(RC)] when l(λ) ≤ 2.

Again, start with the Schur-Weyl duality and consider the action of permutations on (Cd)⊗kt for large d.
Let X = diag(x1, x2, · · · , xd) be a fixed d× d diagonal matrix. We have that

tr[RCX⊗kt] =
∑

λ`kt,l(λ)≤min(k,t)

tr[ρλ(RC)]sλ(x1, x2, · · · , xd). (53)

Now, set x3 = x4 = · · · = xd = 0. This will introduce a method for restricting the above sum to the Young
diagrams with l(λ) ≤ 2, as sλ(x1, x2, 0, 0, · · · , 0) automatically vanishes if l(λ) ≥ 2.

By directly computing the left-hand side of Eq. (53) using the Cauchy identity [15], we obtain the following
result:

Theorem 4.2 (tr [ρλ(RC)] when l(λ) ≤ 2). Let k and t be positive integers and a ≥ 0. Then,

tr[ρ(kt−a,a)(RC)] =
{
Q(k, t, a)−Q(k, t, a− 1) if a > 0

Q(k, t, 0) if a = 0 , (54)

where Q(k, t, a) is defined as:

Q(k, t, a) := k!t!
∑

|µ|=|ν|=a,l(µ)≤k,l(ν)≤t

(IBµν)2
∏k
i=1 µi!(t− µi)!

#µ(0)! · · ·#µ(t)!

∏t
j=1 νi!(k − νi)!

#ν(0)! · · ·#ν(k)! ,

where #λ(i) (for i 6= 0) is the number of times that the number i appears in the partition λ, #µ(0) := k−
∑t
i=1 #µ(i),

#ν(0) := t −
∑k
i=1 #ν(i), and IBµν is the number of 0-1 matrices with the row sum µ and the column sum ν

(see Eq. (30)).

Proof. First, we construct R and C projectors. Let us start with R and consider a set of k vectors of dimension
d, {α1, α2, · · · , αk}. We choose the components of all of these vectors to be random i.i.d. complex Gaussian
numbers with variance 1 and mean 0. Then, we place the vectors in a k× tmatrix with the following pattern:

E{αi}



α1α1
† ⊗ α1α1

† ⊗ α1α1
† ⊗ · · · ⊗ α1α1

† ⊗

α2α2
† ⊗ α2α2

† ⊗ α2α2
† ⊗ · · · ⊗ α2α2

† ⊗

α3α3
† ⊗ α3α3

† ⊗ α3α3
† ⊗ · · · ⊗ α3α3

† ⊗
...

...
...

. . .
...

αkαk
† ⊗ αkαk

† ⊗ αkαk
† ⊗ · · · ⊗ αkαk

†


. (55)

Note that αiα†i is a rank one matrix, and should not be confused with the inner product α†iαi (in the
Dirac’s notation, if |αi〉 = αi, then αiα†i = |αi〉〈αi|). The average Eαi is taken over all dk complex numbers
that constitute the coefficients of αi’s.

Equation (55) can be more compactly written as
(
Eα (αα†)⊗t

)⊗k, where the tensor power inside the
parentheses forms the rows of Eq. (55). Similarly, we can define

(
Eβ (ββ†)⊗k

)⊗t for the set of t vectors
{β1, · · · , βt}, where the inside tensor power indicates the columns of a k × tmatrix..

It is easy to check that Eα (αα†)⊗t ∝
∑
π∈St π, as [Eα(αα†)⊗t, U⊗t] = 0 for all U ∈ U(d). The pro-

portionality constant is computed by comparing the traces: tr[Eα (αα†)⊗t] = Eα (α†α)t = t!
(
d+t−1
t

)
, and

tr[
∑
π∈St π] = t!×

(
d+t−1
t

)
. Hence, we conclude that, Eα (αα)⊗t =

∑
π∈St π. To summarize,

R =
(
Eα (αα†)⊗t

)⊗k
, and C =

(
Eβ (ββ†)⊗k

)⊗t
.
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Substituting in Eq. (53),

tr[RCX⊗kt] = tr
[
R
√
X
⊗kt

C
√
X
⊗kt]

= tr
[(
Eα (αα†)⊗t

)⊗k√
X
⊗kt (

Eβ (ββ†)⊗k
)⊗t√

X
⊗kt]

=

E{αi},{βi}
k,t∏

i=1,j=1

∣∣∣α†i √X βj

∣∣∣2 = E{αi},{βi}

∣∣∣∣∣∣
k,t∏

i=1,j=1

(
α1
iβ

1
j

√
x1 + α2

iβ
2
j

√
x2 + · · ·+ αdi β

d
j

√
xd
)∣∣∣∣∣∣

2

.

Setting x3 = x4 = · · · = xd = 0 we have,

∑
λ`kt,l(λ)≤2

tr[ρλ(RC)]sλ(x1, x2) = E{α1
i
,α2
j
,β1
i
,β2
i
}

∣∣∣∣∣∣
k,t∏

i=1,j=1
(α1
iβ

1
j

√
x1 + α2

iβ
2
j

√
x2)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

=

(x1)kt E
k,t∏

i=1,j=1

∣∣α1
iβ

1
j

∣∣2 ∣∣∣∣∣∣
k,t∏

i=1,j=1
(1 +

α2
iβ

2
j

√
x2

α1
iβ

1
j

√
x1

)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (56)

One of the Cauchy identities (see [15, 14]) is the following polynomial equality,

k,t∏
i=1,j=1

(1 + viwj) =
∑
λ`kt

sλ(v1, v2, · · · , vk)sλ̃(w1, w2, · · · , wt). (57)

Using Eq. (26), we have that
∑
λ sλsλ̃ =

∑
λµν KλµKλ̃νmµmν =

∑
µν IBµνmµmν . Setting vi = α2

i /α
1
i and

wj = (β2
j /β

1
j )
√
x2/x1, this leads to,∣∣∣∣∣∣

k,t∏
i=1,j=1

(1 + viwj)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

=

∣∣∣∣∣∑
λ`kt

sλ(v1, v2, · · · , vk)sλ̃(w1, w2, · · · , wt)

∣∣∣∣∣
2

=

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑

l(µ)≤k,l(ν)≤t

IBµνmµ(v1, · · · , vk)mν(w1, · · · , wt)

∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

=

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑

l(µ)≤k,l(ν)≤t

IBµν
√
x2

x1

|ν|

mµ

(
α2

1
α1

1
, · · · , α

2
k

α1
k

)
mν

(
β2

1
β1

1
, · · · , β

2
t

β1
t

)∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (58)

Combining this relation with Eq. (56), we derive the following equation:∑
λ`kt,l(λ)≤2

tr[ρλ(RC)]sλ(x1, x2) =

E

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑

l(µ)≤k,l(ν)≤t

x
kt−|µ|

2
1 x

|ν|
2

2 IBµν
[
(α1

1 · · ·α1
k)tmµ

(
α2

1
α1

1
, · · · , α

2
k

α1
k

)][
(β1

1 · · ·β1
t )kmν

(
β2

1
β1

1
, · · · , β

2
t

β1
t

)]∣∣∣∣∣∣
2

. (59)

It is straightforward to see that,

E{α1
i
,α2
i
}

[
(α1

1 · · ·α1
k)tmµ

(
α2

1
α1

1
, · · · , α

2
k

α1
k

)][
(α1

1 · · ·α1
k)tmν

(
α2

1
α1

1
, · · · ,

α2
k

α1
k

)]
=

δµν

k∏
i=1

µi!(t− µi)!mµ(1, · · · , 1), (60)
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where mµ(1, · · · , 1) is the number of terms in the expansion of mµ. One can see that mµ(1, · · · , 1) =
k!/[#µ(0)!#µ(1)! · · ·#µ(k)!]. Using this definition, we conclude that:∑

λ`kt,l(λ)≤2

tr[ρλ(RC)]sλ(x1, x2) =

k!t!
∑

l(µ)≤k,l(ν)≤t

x
kt−|µ|
1 x

|ν|
2 (IBµν)2

∏k
i=1 µi!(t− µi)!

#µ(0)! · · ·#µ(k)!

∏t
j=1 νi!(k − νi)!

#ν(0)! · · ·#ν(t)! . (61)

Let us define Q(k, t, a) as

Q(k, t, a) := k!t!
∑

|µ|=|ν|=a,l(µ)≤k,l(ν)≤t

(IBµν)2
∏k
i=1 µi!(t− µi)!

#µ(0)! · · ·#µ(k)!

∏t
j=1 νi!(k − νi)!

#ν(0)! · · ·#ν(t)! .

Using the expansion s(kt−a,a)(x1, x2) into monomials we have

tr[ρ(kt−a,a)(RC)] = Q(k, t, a)−Q(k, t, a− 1) if a > 0 and Q(k, t, 0) when a = 0,

which is the desired result.

When a ≥ 3, it hard to compute tr [ρλ(RC)]using the result of Theorem4.2 by hand. Wehave computerized
this calculation and report the results in the rest of this section:

• t = 2 : This is the simplest case and explicit formulas for tr[ρλ(RC)] can be derived.
In order to use Theorem 4.2, we have to compute Q(k, 2, a):

Q(k, 2, a) = 2× k!
∑

|µ|=|ν|=a,l(µ)≤k,l(ν)≤2

(IBµν)2
∏k
i=1 µi!(2− µi)!

#µ(0)! · · ·#µ(k)!

∏2
j=1 νi!(k − νi)!

#ν(0)! · · ·#ν(2)! .

The terms in the sum are identified by two numbers r and s: µ = (2r, 1l−2r), and ν = (a− s, s), with
a− k ≤ r, and ir means that the number i is repeated r times. After some investigation, one can easily
see that the number of k × 2 matrices of 0 and 1, with the row sum given by µ and column sum given
by ν is equal to

(
a−2r
s−r

)
. Therefore,

Q(k, 2, a) = 2× k!
∑

0≤r≤s≤a/2

(
a− 2r
s− r

)2 2k−a+2r

r!(a− 2r)!(k − a+ r)!
s!(k − s)!(a− s)!(k − a+ s)!

1 + δa,2s
. (62)

Then, it follows from Theorem 4.2 that

tr[ρ(2k−a,a)(RC)] = Q(k, 2, a)−Q(k, 2, a− 1) when a > 0, and 1 when a = 0. (63)

This is a complicated relation, but surprisingly, it can be simplified to obtain a simple expression.

Remark 4.3. We guess a simple form for tr[ρ(2k−a,a)(RC)]:

tr[ρ(2k−a,a)(RC)] = 2k(k!)2 × δa=0 mod 2 × 2−a
(
a
a/2
)(

k
a/2
) . (64)

Equality of Eq. (63) and Eq. (64) has been tested numerically for a ≤ k ≤ 1000. We are confident that Eq. (64) is
valid, however, we have not been able to rigorously derive it from Eq. (63) as a binomial identity.
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a p3
RC,a(k)

0 1
1 0
2 1
3 1
4 1
5 1
6 k2 + 35/9k − 92/9
7 1
8 k2 + 77/9k − 274/9
9 k2 + 4/9k − 9
10 k2 + 143/9k − 72
11 k2 + 25/9k − 214/9
12 k4 + 194/9k3 − 15421/81k2 + 3310/27k + 72640/81
13 k2 + 58/9k − 467/9
14 k4 + 326/9k3 − 23149/81k2 − 45346/81k + 127480/27
15 k4 + 130/27k3 − 30775/243k2 + 83170/243k + 17384/81
16 k4 + 500/9k3 − 28777/81k2 − 244160/81k + 471884/27
17 k4 + 331/27k3 − 52615/243k2 + 2743/9k + 482308/243
18 k6 + 641/9k5 − 248621/243k4 − 5416259/2187k3 + 56013238/729k2 − 592053832/2187k

+ 87973760/729
19 k4 + 598/27k3 − 78295/243k2 − 79210/243k + 649976/81

Table 1: The polynomials p3
RC,a used in Eq. (65)

• t = 3 : Now, we report the result of tr[ρλ=(kt−a,a)(RC)] for t = 3, and 2 ≤ k ≤ 19, and k ≥ a. Due to
k ↔ t symmetry, the case of k = 2 is already covered in the previous section. The results have been
calculated using Theorem 4.2, but the calculations are tedious and have been computerized. Moreover,
we used Eq. (30) extensively to compute IBµν .
One observes that for 2 ≤ k ≤ 19,

tr[ρ(2k−a,a)(RC)] = (3!)k(k!)3 × 1
Q3
a,k

× p3
RC,a(k), (65)

where Q3
a(k) is defined as

Q3
a,k =

(
k

ba/2c

)
ba/2c!3b2a/3c ×


(

k
2b a6 c

) [2b a6 c]!
a
2 ! 3−ba/6c for even k

(
k

2b a+4
6 c−1

) [2b a+4
6 c−1]!
a+3

2 ! 32−ba/6+2/3c/2 for odd k
, (66)

and p3
RC,a(k) are the monic polynomials in Table 1.

• Arbitrary t : Here we report the results of the calculation of tr ρ(kt−a,a)(RC) for small values of a. We
assume that k, t ≥ a. Sadly, the polynomials get too complicated very quickly, and do not have enough
space to report even the first 10 of them. However, we can identify a pattern for the highest order terms:

tr ρ(kt−a,a)(RC) = (k!)t(t!)k × 21−(−1)a ×
a−1∏
i=0

[(k − i)(t− i)]1−b
a
i+1 c × pRC,a(k, t), (67)

where pRC,a(k, t) are monic polynomials reported in Table 2.
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a pRC,a(k, t)
0 1
1 0
2 1
3 1
4 k2t2 + k2t+ kt2 + 25kt− 30k − 30t+ 36
5 k2t2 + 5k2t+ 5kt2 + 49kt− 84k − 84t+ 144
6 k5t5 + 2k5t4 + 2k4t5 − 5k5t3 + 20k4t4 − 5k3t5 + Lower order terms
7 k5t5 + 10k5t4 + 10k4t5 + 11k5t3 + 28k4t4 + 11k3t5 + Lower order terms
8 k8t8 + 4k8t7 + 4k7t8 − 16k8t6 − 4k7t7 − 16k6t8 + Lower order terms
9 k9t9 + 14k9t8 + 14k8t9 + 12k9t7 − 4k8t8 + 12k7t9 + Lower order terms
10 k12t12 + 5k12t11 + 5k11t12 − 46k12t10 − 43k11t11 − 46k10t12 + Lower order terms

Table 2: The polynomials pRC,a(k, t) used in Eq. (67).

4.3 The Cauchy identity and tr [ρλ(RCRC)] for l(λ) = 2
The techniques of Section 4.2 can also be used to find exact expressions for tr[ρλ(RCRC)]. This quantity is
more complicated than tr[ρλ(RC)], and the calculations are less manageable. Therefore, we can compute a
smaller number of terms.

We remind the reader that our main goal is to compute the terms in the expansion Eq. (9) and show that
they stay small as one increases k and t. This goal is already achieved by the computations in Section 4.2 and
using the upper bounds of Section 4.1. However, it is beneficial to compute tr[ρλ(RCRC)] in order to derive
more accurate lower bounds for the permanent moments.

To state the results in a compact form, define Recta(k, t) to be the set of Young diagrams of a boxes
that fit in a rectangle of t rows and k columns. Let K be the matrix of Kostka numbers restricted to
Recta(k, t), i.e., (K)α,β = Kαβ where (·)i,j indicate the matrix element in the ith row and the jth column, and
α, β ∈ Recta(k, t). Similarly, define K̂ to be the Kostka matrix restricted to the Young diagrams in Recta(t, k).
Moreover, define

Ωr,sµ := r!
∏r
i=1 µi!(s− µi)!

#µ(0)! · · ·#µ(s)! , with #µ(0) = r − l(r), (68)

where #µ(i) counts the number of times that the number i appears in the Young diagram µ. Lastly, let ∆ to
be the matrix that maps Young diagrams to their conjugate. With this rather lengthy list of definitions, we
can state the main result of this section:

Theorem 4.4 (tr [ρλ(RCRC)] when l(λ) ≥ 2). Let k and t be positive integers and a ≥ 0. Then,

tr[ρ(kt−a,a)(RC)] = Γ(k, t, a)− Γ(k, t, a− 1) if a > 0 and Γ(k, t, 0) when a = 0, (69)

where Γ(k, t, a) is defined as:

Γ(k, t, a) :=
∑

α1,··· ,α8∈Recta(k,t)

Kα1α2Ωk,tα2
Kα3α2Kα̂3α̂4Ωt,kα̂4

Kα̂5α̂4Kα5α6Ωk,tα6
Kα7α6Kα̂7α̂8Ωt,kα̂8

Kα̂1α̂8 ,

withKµν being the Kostka number and Ωa,bµ defined in Eq. (68). In the more compact matrix form, this reads as,

Γ(k, t, a) = tr
[
(KΩKT∆K̂Ω̂K̂T∆)2

]
,

where Ω is the diagonal matrix with diagonal elements Ωk,tµ , and Ω̂ is the matrix with diagonal elements Ωt,kµ .
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Proof. To derive explicit formulas, consider expanding tr[RCRCX⊗kt] using the Cauchy identity. Skipping
a few lines of algebra and following the logic of the proof of Theorem 4.2, we obtain,

tr[ρλ(RCRCX⊗kt)] = E

 k,t∏
i=1,j=1

(α1
iβ

1
jx

1/4
1 + α2

iβ
2
jx

1/4
2 )

 t,k∏
i=1,j=1

(β1
i γ

1
jx

1/4
1 + β2

i γ
2
jx

1/4
2 )

×
 k,t∏
i=1,j=1

(γ1
i δ

1
jx

1/4
1 + γ2

i δ
2
jx

1/4
2 )

 t,k∏
i=1,j=1

(δ1
i α

1
jx

1/4
1 + δ2

i α
2
jx

1/4
2 )

 . (70)

Where similar to Section 4.2, the average is over vectors α1, β1, γ1, δ1, α2, β2, γ2, δ2 with elements distributed
according to the i.i.d. standard complex Gaussian distribution.

Assume that v1 and v2 are vectors of dimension k, and w1 and w2 are vectors of dimension t. To further
simplify our calculations, define sλ(v1, v2) := (v1

1 · · · v1
k)tsλ

(
v2

1
v1

1
, · · · , v

2
k

v1
k

)
. Similarly, when the dimension of

the input vector is t, define sλ(w1, w2) by exchanging t and k in the above definition. With this notational
remark and using the Cauchy identity, we get,

tr[ρλ(RCRCX⊗kt)] =

E
∑

λ1,λ2,λ3,λ4

sλ1(α1, α2)sλ̂1
(β1, β2)sλ2(β1, β2)sλ̂2

(γ1, γ2)sλ3(γ1, γ2)sλ̂3
(δ1, δ2)sλ4(δ1, δ2)sλ̂4

(α1, α2)×

x
kt− 1

4 (|λ1|+|λ2|+|λ3|+|λ4|)
1 x

1
4 (|λ1|+|λ2|+|λ3|+|λ4|)
2 . (71)

Note that Eαsµ(α1, α2)sν(α1, α2) =
∑
λKµλKνλ E[mλ(α1, α2)mλ(α1, α2)].

After another few lines of algebra and using the techniques of the previous section, we have

tr[ρλ(RCRCX⊗kt)] =
kt∑
a=0

xkt−a1 xa2Γk,ta ,

with

Γk,ta =
∑

α1,··· ,α8∈Recta(k,t)

Kα1α2Ωk,tα2
Kα3α2Kα̂3α̂4Ωt,kα̂4

Kα̂5α̂4Kα5α6Ωk,tα6
Kα7α6Kα̂7α̂8Ωt,kα̂8

Kα̂1α̂8 .

After basic manipulations, this can be rewritten as

Γ(k, t, a) = tr
[
(KΩKT∆K̂Ω̂K̂T∆)2

]
.

The matrix form of Theorem 4.4 is more efficient, and is used in our computerized calculations. Here are
the results:

• t = 2 : tr [ρλ(RCRC)]. Here, we report the explicit results for tr[ρλ(RCRC)] when t = 2. For this
specific case, the calculations are very simple, and we do not need to use the machinery of Theorem 4.4.
As it was shown in Eq. (52) all of the plethysm coefficients are either 0 or 1. Therefore, both inequalities
in Theorem 4.1 are tight, and tr[ρλ(RCRC)] = (tr[ρλ(RC)])2.
We have already computed tr[ρλ(RC)] in Remark 4.3, hence,

tr[ρ(2k−a,a)(RCRC)] = 22k(k!)4 × δa=0 mod 2 × 2−2a

((
a
a/2
)(

k
a/2
))2

. (72)
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a p3
RCRC,a(k)

0 1
1 0
2 1
3 1
4 1
5 1
6 k4 − 10/9k3 + 1729/81k2 − 7880/81k + 8464/81
7 1
8 k4 + 14/9k3 + 6037/81k2 − 45976/81k + 75076/8
9 k4 − 16/3k3 + 1582/81k2 − 688/9k + 355/3
10 k4 + 62/9k3 + 18865/81k2 − 21488/9k + 5184

Table 3: Value of the monic polynomial p3
RCRC,a(k) used in Eq. (73).

a pRCRC,a(k, t)
0 1
1 0
2 1
3 1
4 k4t4 + 2k4t3 + 2k3t4 + k4t2 − 20k3t3 + k2t4 + Lower order terms
5 k4t4 + 10k4t3 + 10k3t4 + 25k4t2 − 140k3t3 + 25k2t4 + Lower order terms
6 k10t10 + 4k10t9 + 4k9t10 − 6k10t8 − 56k9t9 − 6k8t10 + Lower order terms
7 k10t10 + 20k10t9 + 20k9t10 + 122k10t8 − 104k9t9 + 122k8t10 + Lower order terms

Table 4: Polynomials pRCRC,a(k, t) used in Eq. (74)

• t = 3 : tr [ρλ(RCRC)]. We report the result of tr[ρλ(RCRC)], with 2 ≤ k ≤ 10 and k ≥ a.
Again, we can analyze the results of our computerized calculations of Theorem 4.4 and find that they
all have the form of

tr[ρ(2k−a,a)(RCRC)] = k!2tt!2k 1
[Q3

a(k)]2
× p3

RCRC,a(k), (73)

where Q3
a(k) is defined in Eq. (66) and the monic polynomials p3

RCRC,a(k) are reported in Table 3.

• Arbitrary t : Lastly, we report tr ρ(kt−a,a)(RCRC) for small values of a. We assume that k, t ≥ a.
Like the case of tr [ρλ(RC)], the polynomials are too complicated and do not fit in the page. By close
inspection, we can see that:

tr ρ(kt−a,a)(RCRC) =
(

(k!)t(t!)k × 21−(−1)a ×
a−1∏
i=0

[(k − i)(t− i)]1−b
a
i+1 c

)2

× pRCRC,a(k, t), (74)

where pRCRC,a(k, t) is reported in Table 4.

4.4 Comments on tr [ρλ(RC)] for general λ
We briefly comment on general methods for computing tr [ρλ(RC)] when l(λ) ≥ 2. We will not be able
to provide explicit formulas like the ones derived in Theorem 4.2 and Theorem 4.4, but we can establish
algorithmic procedures for computing tr [ρλ(RC)] and report some partial results.
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As our starting point, we construct a class of representations of the permutation group Skt. Consider a
Young diagram λ, where |λ| = kt. Let ωλ be the set of all tuples of length kt, where each tuple contains λ1
many 1’s, λ2 many 2’s, an so on. It is easy to see that

|ωλ| =
(

kt
λ1, λ2, · · · , λkt

)
.

The permutation group Skt naturally acts on ωλ by permuting the elements of the tuples:

π(v1, v2, · · · , vkt) = (vπ−1(1), vπ−1(2), · · · , vπ−1(kt)).

We can use this action to define a representation of Skt. Consider a vector space with the basis elements ev
for every v ∈ ωλ. Clearly, the dimension of this vector space is |ωλ|. An element of the permutation group
π ∈ Skt acts on this space by mapping basis element’s index tuples under the permutation group: ev → eπ(v).
In this way, we construct a representation of the permutation group of dimension |ωλ|which we call Ψλ.

when λ = (kt), Ψλ is the trivial representation, as ωλ has only one element. This is the only case where Ψλ

is irreducible. The next simple case is λ = (kt− 1, 1), where Ψλ is nothing but the standard kt dimensional
representation of the symmetric group. In general, this representation can be decomposed to irreducible
representations, each one appearing with a degeneracy given by the Kostka numbers:

Ψλ =
⊕
µ

(ρµ)×Kµλ . (75)

See [14], section 4.3 for a proof. Therefore, we have that

tr[Ψλ(RC)] =
∑
λ≤µ

Kµλ tr[ρµ(RC)],

where the condition λ ≤ µ (in lexicographical order) follows from Eq. (32). Using the inverse Kostka numbers
(defined the in paragraph above Eq. (33)) and Eq. (33) we have

tr[ρλ(RC)] =
∑
λ≤µ

(K−1)µλ tr[Ψµ(RC)]. (76)

Equation (76) shows that we can compute tr[ρλ(RC)] if we know tr[Ψµ(RC)]. More importantly, it indicates
that we only need to compute tr[Ψµ(RC)] for λ ≤ µ, which limits our calculations to a small number of
Young diagrams if most of the boxes of λ are in its first row.

We will shortly state the main result of this sections, generalizing Theorem 4.2. But before that, we need
to define row and column types of matrices:

Definition 4.5 (Row type and column type). Let A be a k× t matrix filled with numbers 0, 1, · · · , l. Define a tuple
u = (u1, u2, · · · , uk), where each ui itself is a vector defined by,

uin := number of times that n appears in the i-th row of A (defined for 1 ≤ n ≤ l).

We call the tuple u the “row type” of the matrix A. Similarly, we define the “column type” of A as the tuple
w = (w1, w2, · · · , wt), with

win := number of times that n appears in the i-th column of A (defined for 1 ≤ n ≤ l).

Moreover, we define the coefficients IB(l)
vw to be the number of 0, 1, · · · , l matrices with the row type v, and column type

w.
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Theorem 4.6. Let l = l(λ) and RowType(λ) be the set of all tuples u = (u1, · · · , uk), such that
l∑

n=1
uin = λn, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k

and u1 ≥ u2 ≥ · · · ≥ uk in lexicographical order. Similarly, ColumnType(λ) is defined to be the set of all tuples
w = (w1, · · · , wt) in lexicographical order where,

l(λ)∑
n=1

win = λn, for 1 ≤ i ≤ t.

Then,

tr[Ψλ(RC)] = k!t!×

∑
u ∈ RowType(λ)

w ∈ ColumnType(λ)

(
IB(l)
uw

)2
∏k
i=1

(
ui1! · · ·uil!

(
t−
∑
j u

i
j

)
!
)∏t

i=1

(
wi1! · · ·wil !

(
k −

∑
j w

i
j

)
!
)

|StabSk(u)||StabSt(w)| , (77)

with
|StabSk(u)| =

∏
v a vector of length l

(number of times that v appears in u)!,

and
|StabSt(w)| =

∏
v a vector of length l

(number of times that v appears in w)!.

Proof. Recall that the representation Ψλ is nothing but the action of the unitary permutation group on set ωλ.
Therefore,

tr[Ψλ(rc)] =
∑
x∈ωλ

〈ex, r(c(ex))〉 =
∑
x∈ωλ

δ[x = r(c(x))] =
∑
x∈ωλ

δ[r(x) = c(x)].

Hence, ∑
r∈R,c∈C

tr[Ψλ(rc)] =
∑
x∈ωλ

 ∑
r∈R,c∈C

δ[r(x) = c(x)]

 .

If u and w are row and column types of a matrix x (as defined in Definition 4.5), then one can see that

∑
r∈R,c∈C

δ[r(x) = c(x)] = IB(l)
uw

k∏
i=1

ui1! · · ·uil!

t−∑
j

uij

!

 t∏
i=1

wi1! · · ·wil !

k −∑
j

wij

!

 .

It is easy to see that the number of times that row and column types u and v show up in
∑
x∈ωλ is IB(l)

uw, and
there are k!/|StabSk(u)|many row types that are equal to u up to permutations, and there are t!/|StabSt(w)|
many column types with that equal to w up to permutations. Therefore, we have,∑

r∈R,c∈C
tr[Ψλ(rc)] =

∑
u ∈ RowType(λ)

w ∈ ColumnType(λ)

k!
|StabSk(u)!

t!
|StabSt(w)!×

IB(l)
uw

k∏
i=1

ui1! · · ·uil!

t−∑
j

uij

!

 t∏
i=1

wi1! · · ·wil !

k −∑
j

wij

!

 .

which is the same as Eq. (77).
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We can use Theorem 4.6 and Eq. (76) to compute tr[ρλ(RC)] for a few Young diagrams of depth 3. If
λ = (kt− 2, 1, 1),(kt− 3, 2, 1), (kt− 4, 3, 1), then tr[ρλ(RC)] = 0. This is because Plk,t(kt−2,1,1) = Plk,t(kt−3,2,1) =
Plk,t(kt−4,3,1) = 0 as was shown in Section 4.1.1. The first interesting case that we can compute with the
techniques of this section is λ = (kt− 4, 2, 2), which leads to

tr[ρ(kt−4,2,2)(RC)] = (k − 2)(t− 2)
(k − 1)k2(t− 1)t2 for k, t ≥ 3. (78)

Again, this calculation is very lengthy and computerized. Note that we do not have an explicit formula
for IB(l(λ))

uw in Eq. (77), and it has been computed by brute-force counting. Because Plk,t(kt−2,1,1) = 1,
tr[ρ(kt−4,2,2)(RCRC)] = (tr[ρ(kt−4,2,2)(RC)])2.

Independently, in Appendix A, we report the results of a brute force calculation of tr[ρλ(RC)] for all of
the Young diagrams contributing to the cases t = 3, k = 3, and t = 3, k = 4. Because those calculations are
brute force, we do not know their dependence on k and t.

4.5 Moment lower bounds
Having computed tr[ρλ(RCRC)] for a number of Young diagrams, we can use Theorem 3.1 to lower bound
EM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2t. We remind the reader that in order to exactly compute all moments of permanents,
we need to know the quantity tr[ρλ(RCRC)] for all Young diagrams of kt boxes and depth at most min(k, t).
But as we observed, the contribution of Young diagrams to the permanent moment rapidly vanishes as we
decrease the number of boxes in the first row. This strongly suggest that the few Young diagrams for which
we have computed tr[ρλ(RCRC)] could provide a good lower bound for the moments of permanents.

When evaluating the permanent moment expansion Theorem 3.1, we do not attempt to incorporate all of
the terms that we have computed. Rather, we use only 4 or 5 terms that give a simple lower bound, and
remind the reader that one can obtain slightly better lower bounds by including more terms.

The first term that we have computed correspond to the trivial representation:

f (kt) tr ρ(kt)(RCRC) = k!2tt!2k.

The next term, f (kt−1,1) tr ρ(kt−1,1)(RCRC), is always zero. The third term is

f (kt−2,2) tr ρ(kt−2,2)(RCRC) = (1/2k2t2 − 3/2kt)(1/(k2t2)) = 1/2− 3/(2kt),

and so on. If we include the fourth term (see Table 4) we obtain:

EM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2t ≥ f (kt) tr ρ(kt) + f (kt−1,1) tr ρ(kt−1,1)+
f (kt−2,2) tr ρ(kt−2,2) + f (kt−3,3) tr ρ(kt−3,3) = k!2tt!2k

(
3/2 + 7/(6kt)− 16/(k2t2) + 40/(3k3t3)

)
. (79)

Note that this expression is valid for when min(t, k) ≥ 3.
In Section 4.4, we also studied a few Young diagrams of three rows. We observed the first non-zero

contribution comes form ρ(kt−4,2,2)(RC). This term gives the following contribution toEM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2t
(when t, k ≥ 3):

f (kt−4,2,2)(tr[ρ(kt−4,2,2)(RCRC)]) = k!2tt!2k 1
12

(−2 + k)2(−2 + t)2(−1 + kt)(3 + kt)(4 + kt)
(−1 + k)2k3(−1 + t)2t3

.

This term is relatively small and goes to 1/12× k!2tt!2k as t, k →∞.
We can include the above term in Eq. (79), and prove the following theorem:

Theorem 4.7 (Main lower bound on the moments of permanents). LetM be drawn from the distribution of k× k
random i.i.d. complex Gaussian matrices. Let k, t ≥ 3, then

EM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2t ≥ k!2tt!2k

(kt)!
[
3/2 + 7/(6kt)− 16/(k2t2) + 40/(3k3t3)

]
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Moreover, if k, t ≥ 4,

EM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2t ≥ 1.625 k!2tt!2k

(kt)!
We will later conjecture that this lower bound is close to being tight (up to a small multiplicative factor).

4.6 Exact moment calculations
We introduce an algorithm that can be used to explicitly compute the moments of permanents and report the
exact moments for the cases of k = 3, 1 ≤ t ≤ 100 and k = 4, 1 ≤ t ≤ 10. Sadly, our techniques are ineffective
for larger moments. (We remind the reader the k ↔ t symmetry of the moments, so our calculations cover
the cases of t = 3, 1 ≤ k ≤ 100 and t = 4, 1 ≤ k ≤ 10 as well.)

We comment that it is possible to compute the permanent moments using direct sampling from the
permanent distribution. Unfortunately, such computations typically take a very long time to converge for
large moments, as the permanent distribution has a very large tail (note that the first interesting case that is
not yet computed using our algorithm is the 10-th moment of the permanent of 5 × 5 matrices). This, in
addition to the fact that the computation of the individual permanent samples is very expensive, makes
direct sampling a rather inefficient approach for calculating the permanent moments. Hence, we found it
necessary to develop a new algorithm.

To start the technical discussion of our algorithm, define ρstd(π) for π ∈ Sk to be the standard k × k
dimensional representation of the permutation π, i.e., (ρstd(π))ij = δπ(i),j . Now, consider a k × k matrix X
and expand Perm(X)t as a polynomial in its matrix elements Xij :

[Perm(X)]t =
[∑
π∈Sk

k∏
i=1

Xiπ(i)

]t
=

∑
π1,··· ,πt∈Sk

k∏
i,j=1

X

∑t

n=1
(ρstd(πn))ij

ij . (80)

Before proceeding, we make a few definitions:

Definition 4.8. A (weak) t-magic square is a k × k matrix of integer entries where the row and column sums are
equal to t. We define A+(t, k) to be the set of all k × k weak t-magic squares.

As a result of the Birkhoff-von Neumann theorem (or more fundamentally, the Hall’s marriage theorem),
everymatrix inA+(t, k) can be decomposed as sum of t permutationmatrices in their standard representation.
The decomposition, however, can be non-unique.

Definition 4.9. Let A ∈ A+(t, k). Define Q(A) to be the set of all Birkhoff-von Neumann decompositions of A:

Q(A) :=
{

(π1, π2, · · · , πt) ∈ S×tk
∣∣∣ t∑
i=1

ρstd(πi) = A
}
.

Similarly, define Q̂(A) as:
Q̂(A) :=

{
(aπ)π∈Sk ∈ Z×t!≥0

∣∣∣ ∑
π∈Sk

aπρstd(π) = A
}
.

In simple words Q̂(A) characterizes the solutions to the Birkhoff-von Neumann problem ignoring the
order of the permutations, therefore,

|Q(A)| =
∑

(a1,··· ,ak!)∈Q̂(A)

(
t

a1, · · · , ak!

)
. (81)

To simplify Eq. (80), note that the matrix
∑t
n=1(ρstd(πn)) is a (weak) t-magic square. Therefore, we have

[Perm(X)]t =
∑

A∈A+(t,k)

|Q(A)|
k∏

i,j=1
X
Aij
ij . (82)
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This immediately leads to

EM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2t =
∑

A∈A+(t,k)

|Q(A)|2
k∏

i,j=1
Aij ! =

∑
A∈A+(t,k)

 ∑
(a1,··· ,ak!)∈Q̂(A)

(
t

a1, · · · , ak!

)2
k∏

i,j=1
Aij !. (83)

We implemented an algorithm to compute this formula for k = 3 and k = 4, with results reported in the
table below:

t E |Perm(Mk=3)|2t E|Perm(Mk=3)|2t

(t!2kk!2t/(kt)!) E |Perm(Mk=4)|2t E|Perm(Mk=4)|2t

(t!2kk!2t/(kt)!)
1 6 1.000 24 1.000
2 144 1.250 2880 1.367
3 8784 1.464 1092096 1.629
4 1092096 1.629 1031049216 1.780
5 241920000 1.752 2076785049600 1.853
6 87157555200 1.840 7993079444275200 1.880
7 47800527667200 1.901 54084131717382144000 1.882
8 37952477724672000 1.942 602679058543248880435200 1.873
9 41935572001986969600 1.969 10493450241312304614762086400 1.860
10 62462555284423311360000 1.984 273409548213807664837794201600000 1.845

See Appendix B for a larger table for k = 3.
As we can see in Fig. 2, the lower bound of Theorem 4.7 is very close to the final exact value of the

permanent moment when t = 3, 3 ≤ k ≤ 100 (or k = 3, 3 ≤ t ≤ 100) and t = 4, 3 ≤ k ≤ 10 (or k = 4,
3 ≤ t ≤ 10). For the regime of interest k, t ≥ 3, the moment calculation shows a tendency to get closer to our
1.625(k!)2k(t!)2t/((kt)!) lower bound as one increases k, and t.

4.7 Conjectured upper bound and the moment growth conjecture
Now, we state our conjectured permanent moment upper bound and the permanent moment growth
conjecture:

Conjecture 4.10 (Permanent moment growth conjecture). LetM be drawn from the distribution of k × k random
i.i.d. complex Gaussian matrices. If 3 ≤ t, k ∈ N, then

EM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2t ≤ C k!2tt!2k

(kt)! . (84)

The numerics suggest that C ≤ 2. Moreover,

EM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2t/
(
k!2tt!2k

(kt)!

)
→ Ck, (85)

as t gets large, for constants Ck ≤ 2. As we increase k, the Ck coefficients should asymptote a constant: Ck → C∞.

Evidence for Conjecture 4.10:

• Using the explicit results reported in Section 4.3 and Section 4.2, we can compute the contribution
of fλ tr[ρ(kt−l,l)(RCRC)] to the average permanent moment. It is easy to see that this contribution
becomes smaller as one increases l. In fact fλ tr[ρ(kt−l,l)(RCRC)]/

(
k!2tt!2k/(kt)!

)
is subleading in k

and twhen l is odd. For even l, the order 1 term is equal to 1/l!. Computation of a few Young diagrams
of more than 2 rows indicate that they decay quickly as well.
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• In Appendix A, we have explicitly computed the contribution of different Young diagrams for
k = 3, t = 3 and k = 4, t = 3. The results show that the main contribution to the average permanent
comes from the Young diagrams with a dominating first row.

• In Section 4.6 we computed the moments of permanents. Our results strongly supports Conjecture 4.10.
See Fig. 2.

• Lastly, we give a new heuristic argument for showing thatEM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2t is close to k!2tt!2k/(kt)!.
We start by defining two probability distributions p1 and p2 on the space of weak magic squaresA+(t, k)
(see Definition 4.8). If A ∈ A+(t, k), define

p1(A) := |Q(A)|/k!t, and, (86)

p2(A) :=
(

kt

t, t, · · · , t

)−1 k∏
i=1

(
t

Ai1, Ai2, · · · , Aik

)
. (87)

Lemma 4.11. Both p1 and p2 are probability distributions.

Proof. It is straightforward to see that p1 is a probability distribution:∑
A∈A+(t,k)

p1(A) = 1
k!t

∑
A∈A+(t,k)

|Q(A)| = 1
k!t Perm(Jk)t = 1,

where we used Eq. (82) and Jk is the k × k matrix of all ones.
To see that p2 is a probability distribution, we need to show that

∑
A∈A+(t,k)

 k∏
i,j=1

Aij !

−1

= (kt)!
t!2k .

Consider the quantity exp(
∑t
i,j=1Xij). By expanding the exponential function we obtain

exp

 t∑
i,j=1

Xij

 =
∞∑

A11,A12,··· ,Akk=0

k∏
i,j=1

X
Aij
ij /Aij !.

If we set Xij = xiyj , we have

∑
A∈A+(t,k)

 k∏
i,j=1

Aij !

−1

= coefficient of xt1 · · ·xtk yt1 · · · ytk in exp

 t∑
i,j=1

xiyj

 .

But,

exp

 t∑
i,j=1

xiyj

 = exp
([

t∑
i=1

xi

][
t∑
i=1

yi

])
=
∞∑
n=0

1
n!

[
t∑
i=1

xi

]n [ t∑
i=1

yi

]n
. (88)

Now, the coefficient of xt1 · · ·xtk yt1 · · · ytk in Eq. (88) is simply given by

1
(kt)!

(
kt

t, t, · · · , t

)(
kt

t, t, · · · , t

)
= (kt)!/t!2k.

This concludes the proof of the lemma.
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Consider the process of choosing t permutations π1, · · · , πt randomly, and constructing the matrix
A =

∑t
i=1 ρstd(πi). When t is very large, and in the limit of large k, one can heuristically assume that

different matrix elements of A are approximately independent, given the constraint that they form a
magic square. This is equivalent to saying that all rows of A are approximately independent.
Given that the probability of obtaining a particular vector (v1, · · · , vk), (with

∑
i vi = t) is proportional

to
(

t
v1,··· ,vk

)
, the approximate independence of rows gives

p1(A) ∝∼
k∏
i=1

(
t

Ai1, Ai2, · · · , Aik

)
.

After normalizing the right hand side of this relation, we conclude that

p1(A) ≈ p2(A). (89)

We emphasize that the approximation in Eq. (89) is not very tight, and we believe that it is only valid
with multiplicative errors and in most probable cases.
Now, we use Eq. (83) and the definitions in Eqs. (86) and (87) to conclude that

EM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2t =
∑

A∈A+(t,k)

|Q(A)|2
k∏

i,j=1
Aij ! =

k!2tt!2k

(kt)!
∑

A∈A+(t,k)

p1(A)2

p2(A) ≈
k!2tt!2k

(kt)! exp [D2(p1‖p2)] , (90)

where D2(p1‖p2) is the 2-Rényi divergence, a measure of distance between the two probability
distributions p1 and p2. This relation provides a yet another proof for EM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2t ≥ k!2tt!2k

(kt)! ,
and suggests that EM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2t should be close to k!2tt!2k

(kt)! . In other words, the permanent
moments are directly related to D2(p1‖p2), which is nothing but a measure of independence of matrix
elements of matrices drown from the probability distribution p1.

4.8 Concentration results and from the moment growth conjecture
Now, we are going to assume the moment growth conjecture and compute the tail of the log-permanent
distribution. In fact, we need to assume a different form of the conjecture that we define below:

Conjecture 4.12 (Non-integer moment growth conjecture). Let 3 ≤ t ∈ R, 3 ≤ k ∈ N. Then

EM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2t = Ck,t
k!2tt!2k

(kt)! ,

where limk→∞ log(Ck,t)/k = 0.

Remark 4.13. Note that in Conjecture 4.12 we did not use our strongest lower bounds for the integer moments (which
show that Ck,t > 1.625 for 4 ≤ k, t ∈ N), nor used our strongest upper bound conjecture (which implies that Ck,t ≤ 2).
We made the weakest conjecture that could give the desired result.

To study the tail of the permanent distribution, we should properly normalize is. As it was mentioned
before, EM∼Gk×k |Perm(M)|2 = k!. Therefore, we choose the normalization factor to be 1/

√
k!. We take the

logarithm of the distribution to obtain better behaved distribution. To summarize, we consider the following
random variable:

Yk := 1
k

log
[
|Perm(M)|√

k!

]
for M ∼ Gk×k. (91)
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Figure 5: Plot of λ(t). Red dots indicate the value of λ(t) for integer t. The first three dots are consequences
of known formulas for the 0th, 2nd, and 4th moments of the permanent of random matrices. Other dots
for t ≥ 3 are consequences of Conjecture 4.10. Blue line is the predicted form of λ(t). Since λ is a convex
function, it should be identically zero for t ∈ [0, 2] to pass through the first three red dots. The piece of the
blue curve for t ≥ 3 follows from Conjecture 4.12. We do not have a prediction for λ(t) when 2 < t < 3 except
that 0 = λ(2) ≤ λ(t) ≤ λ(3) = log(4/3).

Our goal is to estimate pYk(y) (the probability density function of Yk) for y ranging from infinity to near
y = 0.

We follow the standard literature of large deviation theory (see, e.g., [19]), and compute the rate function
of pY (y), i.e., a function I(y) such that:

pYk(y) = exp(−kI(y) + o(k)).

Here, we used the small o notation where x = o(k) means that limk→∞ x/k = 0.
We start our analysis by computing the scaled cumulant generating function defined as,

λk(t) := 1
k

logEy∼Yk [e2tky].

We will see in a few lines that the key quantity for computing the rate function is λ(t) := limk→∞ λk(t).
Using Conjecture 4.12 for t ≥ 3, we have,

λ(t) := lim
k→∞

λk(t) = lim
k→∞

1
k

logEM∼Gk×k
[
|Perm(M)|√

k!

]2t
= lim
k→∞

1
k

log
[
Ck,t

k!tt!2k

(kt)!

]
= 2 log(t!)− t log(t).

In fact, we know more about λ(t). Using exact 0th, 2nd, and 4th moment calculations one can see that
λ(0) = λ(1) = λ(2) = 0. Given that λ is convex function (the cumulant generating function is always convex),
we conclude thatλ(t) = 0 for all t ∈ [0, 2]. A similar convexity argument shows that 0 ≤ λ(t) ≤ λ(3) = log(4/3)
for 2 ≤ t ≤ 3. To summarize:

λ(t)

 = 0 0 ≤ t ≤ 2
∈ [0, log(4/3)] 2 < t < 3
= 2 log(t!)− t log(t) 3 ≤ t

. (92)

See Fig. 5.
Now, assuming that k is very large, we have,

ekλk(t) = Ey∼Yk
[
e2tky] =

∫
pYk(y) e2tky dy ≈

∫
ek(2ty−I(y)) dy ≈ ek supy(2ty−I(y)),
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𝜔(𝑦)

𝑦

Figure 6: Plot of ω(y) defined in Theorem 4.14. When y is small, ω(y) gets closer to zero. This is expected
since it is believed that the most of the mass of the random permanent probability distribution is at around√
k!, which translates to y = 0 in Eq. (91).

We conclude that
lim
k→∞

λk(t) = λ(t) = sup
y

(2ty − I(y)).

In other words, λ(t)/2 is the Legendre transform of I(y)/2. This is a well known and common technique
for computing the rate function using the cumulant generating function (see Remark 4.15). Inverting this
transformation gives,

I(y) = sup
t

(2ty − λ(t)) , (93)

Assume that the supremum is attained at t = t∗ (t∗ depends on y). Taking the first derivative when t∗ ≥ 3,
we obtain

2y = λ′(t∗) = 2ψ(t∗ + 1)− log(t∗)− 1, (94)

where ψ(t) := d
dt log(Γ(t)) is the “digamma” function.

When t∗ is large, it is known that ψ(t∗ + 1) ≈ log(t∗), therefore, t∗ ≈ e2y+1. Using the Stirling’s
approximation, λ(t∗) = 2 log(t∗!)− t∗ log(t∗) ≈ t∗ log(t∗)− 2t∗ ≈ 2yt∗ − e2y+1. Therefore,

I(y) = 2yt∗ − λ(t∗) = e2y+1 for large y.

For generic y, we assume that I(y) = e2y+1ω(y), where ω(y) is the correction of I(y), deviating from 1
for small y. Given a value of y, we can solve for t∗ in Eq. (94), and compute ω(y). The resulting function is
plotted in Fig. 6. We can numerically observe that when y > 0.21, then t∗ > 3, therefore this calculation is
only valid for y > 0.21.

On the other hand, when 0 ≤ 6y ≤ λ(3) = log(4/3), we know that the supremum of Eq. (93) is attained at
a value of t ≤ 3, because for t > 3 the value of 2ty − λ(t) is negative. Therefore, for this range of y,

4y = 2ty − λ(t)
∣∣
t=2 ≤ I(y) = sup

0≤t≤3
(2ty − λ(t)) ≤ sup

0≤t≤3
(2ty) ≤ 6y.

Strictly speaking, this result does not rely on any of our conjectures, rather, it relies on Theorem 4.7 and the
assumption of existence of a rate function.

To summarize, we have the following theorem:
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Theorem 4.14. Assuming Conjecture 4.12 and the existence of a rate function I(y), the probability density function of
the normalized log-permanent, pYk , has the form of,

pYk(y) = e−kI(y)+o(k), with I(y) = e2y+1ω(y) for y > 0.21,

where ω(y) ≈ 1 for large y, and is defined as

ω(y) = 2−2y−1 sup
t

(2yt− (2 log(t!)− t log(t)) .

Moreover, only assuming the existence of the rate function and no extra assumption (such as Conjecture 4.12), we have,

4y ≤ I(y) ≤ 6y for 0 ≤ y ≤ 1
6 log(4/3) ≈ 0.048.

Remark 4.15. The argument presented in this section was rather imprecise. However (except for Conjecture 4.12
which is the underlying assumption of this section), the rest can be made precise. The Gärtner-Ellis theorem (see [19,
20]) states that when λ(α) = limk→∞ λk(α) exists and is differentiable, the distribution satisfies the large deviation
principle, i.e., limk→∞

1
kPYk(y)→ −I(y) for some rate function I(y). Furthermore, the rate function is given by the

Legendre transform of λ(α). This means that under mild assumptions, the assumption of existence of the rate function
can be dropped in Theorem 4.14.

4.8.1 Comparison to the case of determinants

In this section, we run a similar analysis for the case of determinants, and obtain a quantitatively different
behavior.

Similar to the previous section, define,

Zk := 1
k

log
[
|det(M)|√

k!

]
for M ∼ Gk×k.

If we repeat the argument of the previous section, and use the formula for the moments of determinant of
random Gaussian matrices (see Eq. (105)), we can easily see that the scaled cumulant generating function
limk→∞

1
k logEz∼Ze2ktz vanishes. Consequently, the rate function for determinant diverges as k →∞. In

other words, the tail of the distribution decays faster than e−ck for some c.
This shows that in the limit of large k, the tail of the probability density function of log-permanent of

random matrices (when normalized by 1/k) is longer and has more mass than the tail of the probability
density function of log-determinants (when normalized by 1/k). Note that it is not in priory clear if the same
result holds if we normalize these distributions with a factor other than 1/k.

We can normalize the log-determinant distribution with a different normalization factor. If we define

Z ′k := 1
log(k) log

[
|det(M)|√

k!

]
for M ∼ Gk×k,

then the scaled cumulant generating function does not vanish as k →∞:

λ(t) = lim
k→∞

1
log(k) log

(
Ez∼Z′

k
[e2 log(k)tz]

)
=

lim
k→∞

1
log(k) logEM∼Gk×k

(
|det(M)|√

k!

)2t
= lim
k→∞

1
log(k) log

(∏t
i=1
∏k
j=1(i+ j − 1)
k!t

)
= t(t− 1)

2 (95)

Any other normalization factor will lead to a vanishing or diverging λ. Again, the rate function for of the
determinant is given by the Legendre transform of λ(t):

pZ′
k
(z) := e− log(k)I(z)+o(log(k)), where I(z)/2 = sup

t≥0
(tz − λ(t)/2).
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This Legendre transform is easy to compute, and gives the result of I(z) = 2(z + 1/4)2. Therefore, we have,

PZ′
k
(z) ≈ e−2 log(k)(z+1/4)2+o(log(z)), for z > 0. (96)

This mimics the law of random determinants [5, 3].

5 Permanents of minors of random unitary matrices
In this section, we study the moments of permanents of minors of Haar random unitary matrices:

EM∼U(d)k×k |Perm(M)|2t.

Using Eq. (40) this can be expanded as

EM∼U(d)k×k |Perm(M)|2t =
∑

λ`kt,l(λ)≤min(k,t)

1
WDλ(d)

(
fλ

(kt)!

)2

tr [ρλ(RCRC)] .

In Section 4 we have extensively studied the terms tr [ρλ(RCRC)]. We will observe that unlike the case
of Gaussian i.i.d. matrices, many Young diagrams can contribute to the above sum. Therefore, an analog
of Conjecture 4.10 cannot be easily stated in this case. Nevertheless, in Section 5.1, we prove a different lower
bound for the moments of permanents, and argue that it should be almost tight for the specific case of k = d
(i.e., the moments of the permanents of random unitary matrices) as a consequence of the Hunter-Jones
conjecture.

First, we study the case of t = 1 and t = 2:
• t = 1. In this case, the only contribution comes from λ = (k). Therefore,

EM∼U(d)k×k |Perm(M)|2 = 1
WD(k)(d)

(
f (k)

k!

)2

tr
[
ρ(k)(RCRC)

]
= 1

WD(k)(d) = 1(
k+d−1
k

) . (97)

• t = 2. This case is slightly more complicated, but we have an explicit formula for tr
[
ρ(kt)(RCRC)

]
from Remark 4.3, which leads to the following formula:

EM∼U(d)k×k |Perm(M)|4 =
k∑
a=0

1
WD(2k−a,a)(d)

(
f (2k−a,a)

(2k)!

)2

tr
[
ρ(2k−a,a)(RCRC)

]
=

(d− 1)!(d− 2)!
bk/2c∑
a=0

4k−2a 2k − 4a+ 1
2k − 2a+ 1

(
2a
a

)(
2k − 2a
k − a

)−1 (k!)2

(2a+ d− 2)!(2k − 2a+ d− 1)! . (98)

This formula is very complicated, but it is possible to read its asymptotic growth in some cases
(see Conjecture 5.3 and the paragraphs that follows).

• t ≥ 3. We have not been able to derive an explicit formula for this case. However, some lower bounds
can be derived following the logic of Section 4.5 (see Section 5.1 for a different type of lower bound).
For the specific cases of t = 3 and k = 3, 4, we can use the explicit results of Appendix A combined
with Eq. (13) to find expressions for the moments of permanents (See Conjecture 5.3 and what follows).

5.1 Lower bounds
Now, we proceed to prove a lower bound for the moments of permanents of minors of Haar random unitary
matrices. Let t ≤ k, and start by the expansion formula Eq. (13), and define pλ and qλ as follows:

pλ :=
Plt,kλ WDλ(d)((d+k−1

k )+t−1
t

) , and, qλ := fλ

(kt)! tr [ρλ(RC)] , for λ ` kt, l(λ) ≤ t. (99)
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Lemma 5.1. Both pλ and qλ defined in Eq. (99) are probability distributions.

Proof. It is obvious that both quantities are positive, therefore, it only remains to show that they sum to 1.
Moreover, based on the argument at the end of Section 3.1, it is easy to see that both qλ and pλ are zero if
l(λ) ≥ t. Therefore, we can implicitly remove the constraint l(λ) ≤ t.

We start by proving that pλ is a probability distribution. Using the decomposition of Eq. (46), it is
straightforward to see that

dim Symt(Symk(Cd)) =
∑
λ`kt

Plt,kλ dim
(
V
U(d)
λ

)
=
∑
λ`kt

Plt,kλ WDλ(d).

Substituting dim Symt(Symk(Cd)) =
((d+k−1

k )+t−1
t

)
gives the desired result for pλ.

To prove the similar fact for qλ, note that using the decomposition of the regular representation we have
that ∑

λ

qλ =
∑
λ

fλ

(kt)! tr[ρλ(RC)] = tr(RC)
(kt)! =

∑
r∈R,c∈C

tr(rc)
(kt)! ,

where r and c are in the regular representation. Since rc = e if and only if r = c = e, there is only one term
that contributes to the above sum. This shows that

∑
r∈R,c∈C

tr(rc)
(kt)! = tr(e)

(kt)! = 1.

Now, it is easy to see that

EM∼U(d)k×k |Perm(M)|2t =
∑

λ`kt,l(λ)≤min(k,t)

1
WDλ(d)

(
fλ

(kt)!

)2

tr [ρλ(RCRC)] ≥

∑
λ`kt,l(λ)≤t

1
Plt,kλ WDλ(d)

(
fλ tr [ρλ(RC)]

(kt)!

)2

=
((d+k−1

k

)
+ t− 1
t

)−1 ∑
λ`kt,l(λ)≤t

q2
λ

pλ
≥

((d+k−1
k

)
+ t− 1
t

)−1

,

where the first inequality is proved in Theorem 4.1, and the second one is the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality
(
∑
λ q

2
λ/pλ)(

∑
λ pλ) ≥ (

∑
λ pλ)2 = 1. Therefore, we proved the following theorem:

Theorem 5.2 (Lower bound for moments of permanents of minors of Haar random unitary matrices). Let k, t
be integers, k ≤ d, and a := min(k, t), b := max(k, t). Then, we have the following inequality for the moments of
permanents of minors of Haar random unitary matrices:

EM∼U(d)k×k |Perm(M)|2t ≥
((d+b−1

b

)
+ a− 1
a

)−1

. (100)

Conjecture 5.3 (Hunter-Jones conjecture). Nick Hunter-Jones conjectured that:

EM∼U(d) |Perm(M)|2t ≈ t!(2d−1
d

)t . (101)

Since
t!(2d−1
d

)t ≈ ((2d−1
d

)
+ t− 1
t

)−1

,

this conjecture means that Eq. (100) is close to being tight.
Note that the Hunter-Jones conjecture can also inform the asymptotics of tr[ρλ(RCRC)], as the tightness

of Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in the proof of Theorem 5.2 indicates that pλ ∼ qλ when qλ is relatively large.
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Figure 7: Relative error of Conjecture 5.3. Vertical axis is the relative error, 1− E
M∼U(d)d×d |Perm(M)|4

2!/(2d−1
d )2 , and the

horizontal axis is d.

Now, we provide evidence for Conjecture 5.3. When t = 1, Eq. (97) shows that Eq. (101) is in fact an
equality. For t = 2, we can use Eq. (98) and see that the Conjecture 5.3 holds with great accuracy for large d.
See Fig. 7 for a comparison of our conjecture and exact results. When t = 3, we can exactly compute the
unitary permanent moments for d = k = 3 and d = k = 4 using the results of Appendix A and Eq. (13). We
obtain the following numbers:

EM∼U(3) |Perm(M)|6 = 323/57750, (102)
EM∼U(4) |Perm(M)|6 = 578047/4138509375. (103)

The corresponding relative errors are:(
EM∼U(3) |Perm(M)|6 − 3!(2×3−1

3
)3
)
/EM∼U(3) |Perm(M)|6 ≈ −0.072,(

EM∼U(4) |Perm(M)|6 − 3!(2×4−1
4
)3
)
/EM∼U(4) |Perm(M)|6 ≈ −0.0019,

which again support Conjecture 5.3.

6 Moments of the determinant
In this section, we exactly compute the moments of determinants of random matrices and prove that they
constitute a lower bound for the moments of permanents. This lower bound gives better estimate for some
small permanent moments, but quickly fails as one considers higher moments. In such cases, we should use
the main bounds that we discussed above.

Recall the definition of the determinant:

det(M) =
∑
π∈St

k∏
i=1

sgn(π)Miπ(i).
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Skipping a few lines of algebra and repeating the arguments of Section 1.1, we get

EM∼Gk×k |det(M)|2t = 1
(kt)!

∑
r1,r2∈R,c1,c2∈C

sign(c1)sign(c2) tr(r1c1r2c2) ≤

1
(kt)!

∑
r1,r2∈R,c1,c2∈C

tr(r1c1r2c2) = E|Perm(M)|2t. (104)

Let us indicate the rectangular Young diagram of k rows and t columns by “ ”. Then,
∑
r∈R,c∈C sign(c)cr is

nothing but the Young symmetrizer of the Young diagram , i.e., c . We have,

EM∼Gk×k |det(M)|2t = 1
(kt)! tr(c c ) = 1

(kt)!hook( ) tr(c ) = hook( ) =
∏

i=1···k,j=1···t
(i+ j − 1), (105)

where we used Eq. (21), and the fact that tr cλ is always equal to (kt)! as the identity element appears only
once in the expansion on the Young symmetrizer. This lower bound gives the correct value of permanent
moments when min(k, t) ≤ 2, but as mentioned earlier, quickly fails for the other values.

6.1 Exact moments of determinants of Haar random unitary minors
The distribution of the determinant of random Gaussian matrices has been extensively studied before, and
its moments and the limiting distributions are well known. In this section, we consider the (absolute value
of) determinant of truncated random unitaries matrices, and for the first time, prove a simple formula for its
moments. This section is a quick digression from the rest of the paper as it is not immediately relevant to the
problem of permanents.

As we mentioned before, we indicate the distribution of k × k minors of Haar random unitary d × d
matrices by U(d)k×k. This distribution should take radically different forms as one increases the value of k
from 1 to d:

• If k � d, as pointed out in Remark 3.2, the distribution U(d)k×k is very similar to the distribution of
(sub-normalized) random Gaussian matrices. Therefore, the distribution of determinants should be
given by the logarithmic law [3, 5].

• When k = d, the absolute value of the determinant is always equal to 1. Therefore, the distribution is a
delta function at 1

It is interesting to study how the distribution of determinants of randommatrices evolve from the logarithmic
law to a delta function, and how the moments of determinant behave in this transition.

The calculations leading to exact moments of determinants are parallels of the calculations that led
to Eq. (13) and will be omitted here. The analog of Eq. (13) for the case of determinants is

EU∼U(d)k×k |det (M)|2t =
∑

λ`kt,l(λ)≤min(k,t)

1
WDλ(d)

(
fλ

(kt)!

)2

tr [ρλ(c c )] ,

However, the formula simplifies significantly in this case. Note that the support of c lies only in the irrep
with λ = . Hence, λ = is the only term that survives in the sum and we obtain the following relation:

EU∼U(d)k×k |det (M)|2t = 1
WD (d)

(
f

(kt)!

)2

tr [ρ (c c )] .

Using c c = hook( )c , and ρ (c ) = hook( ), this simplifies to

EU∼U(d)k×k |det (M)|2t = 1
WD (d)

(
1

hook( )

)2
hook( )2 = 1

WD (d) =
k,t∏

i=1,j=1

i+ j − 1
(d− k) + i+ j − 1 .

(106)
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This relation clearly shows that when d = k, all of the moments are equal to 1, indicating that the distribution

is concentrated at the value of 1. Moreover, as d→∞, the normalized moments EU∼U(d)k×k
∣∣∣det

(√
dM

)∣∣∣2t
reproduce the result of Eq. (105). The exact formula Eq. (106) is complement to the results of [21] which
studies the eigenvalue distribution of truncated random unitary matrices.

7 Summary and open questions
In this paper, we systematically studied the moments of permanents of random matrices. We analyzed the
both cases of the random Gaussian i.i.d. matrices as well as submatrices of random unitary matrices. We
proved strong lower bounds for all moments of permanents for the cases of random Gaussian and random
unitary matrices, and argued that the lower bound are close the true value of the permanent moments. With
our results and quantitative conjectures, we derived concentration results for the log-permanent of random
Gaussian matrices. This work leads to new questions, which we discuss below:

• The first obvious open question is proving/disproving our moment growth conjecture and our moment
upper bound conjecture for the permanent of randomGaussian matrices (Conjecture 4.10). Is it possible
to bound the individual terms in the expansion Eq. (13)? or is it possible to show that the matrix
elements of the weak magic squares defined at end of Section 4.7 are nearly independent?

• The second question is proving the Hunter-Jones conjecture for the permanent of random unitary
matrices (Conjecture 5.3). Similar to the Gaussian case, we provided evidence for this conjecture and
proved a closely matching lower bound. The proof of this lower bound is different and more subtle
than the Gaussian case, but, the exact distribution of random unitary permanents could be easier derive.
In particular, this distribution cannot have a large tail because the permanent of a unitary matrix is
always smaller than 1.

• Using basic large deviation techniques, we computed the rate function of the distribution of
1
k log

[
|Perm(M)|/

√
k!
]
for M ∼ Gk×k, in the limit of k → ∞. But, the rate function is not dif-

ferentiable at 0, which suggests that one should look at the less harshly normalized quantities, such as
1

log(k) log
[
|Perm(M)|/

√
k!
]
for a more detailed computation of the log-permanent distribution. Sadly,

such calculation seems to require the knowledge of (non-integer) moments smaller than 2, which is
beyond our work.

• There could be a roadblock for computing the full permanent distribution function from the integer
moment information. To argue in details, recall the Stieltjes moment problem:

Definition 7.1 (Stieltjes moment problem). Letm0,m1, · · · be a list of positive real numbers. What are the
necessary and sufficient conditions such that the probability distribution p(x) exists where∫ ∞

0
p(x)xt = mt.

Moreover, when the probability distribution exists, is it unique?

We have computed the moments from the permanent probability distribution, therefore, we are not
concerned about the existence part of the problem. However, if the solution to the moment problem is
not unique, then, it is not possible to read-off the permanent distribution purely from the moment data.
We do not know if the moment problem of random permanents is non-unique, but given the fast
growth of permanent moments we find it unlikely to be unique.
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• We have computed a large number of moments of 3×3 and 4×4 matrices. Is it possible to directly guess
a general formula for such moments? An exact analytical formula can fully determine the permanent
distribution, and resolve the permanent anti-concentration conjecture. One may also modify the matrix
ensemble with the hope of finding simple moment formulas. For instance, the moments of permanents
of 3× 3 matrices where the first row elements are random phases and the other matrix elements are
random complex Gaussians has a simple analytical formula. Is it possible to find such hybrid ensembles
where the permanent moments are easily computable for all matrix sizes?
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A Explicit moment calculations for t = 3, k = 3, and t = 3, k = 4
In this section, we report the values of tr[ρλ(RC)] for the cases of t = 3, and k = 3, 4. One can easily see
that (e.g. using the sagemath software) all of the plethysm coefficients for these Young diagrams are 0 or 1,
therefore, trλ(RCRC) = (trλ(RC))2. For t = 3, k = 3, there are 12 Young diagrams with the total number of
9 boxes, and depth ≤ 3. Among these, only 5 of them are non-zero, which are reported below:

λ Shape of λ tr[ρλ(RC)] General formula from Section 4.2

(9)          2636 k!tt!k

(7, 2)        
  

2634 k!tt!k/(td)

(6, 3)       
   

2832 k!tt!k × 4/(t2d2)

(5, 2, 2)
     
  
  

2432 k!tt!k × (k−2)(t−2)
(k−1)k2(t−1)t2

(4, 4, 1)
    
    
 

2632

For t = 3 and k = 4, only 9 Young diagrams contribute:
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λ Shape of λ tr[ρλ(RC)] General formula from Section 4.2

(12)             21337 k!tt!k

(10, 2)           
  

21136 k!tt!k/(td)

(9, 3)          
   

21135 k!tt!k × 4/(t2d2)

(8, 4)         
    

21234 k!tt!k × 2
9

k
k3−k2

(6, 6)       
      

21233

(8, 2, 2)
        
  
  

2934 k!tt!k × (k−2)(t−2)
(k−1)k2(t−1)t2

(7, 4, 1)
       
    
 

21034

(6, 4, 2)
      
    
  

21132

(4, 4, 4)
    
    
    

2933

B Table of the permanent moments for k = 3
In this section, we will report the result of the sixth moment of permanents of k × k matrices. The numbers
are generically too large, so we have tried to divide them by a product of factorials to fit them into a table.
Unfortunately, we could not find or guess an explicit formula for the moments of permanents.

We see that the permanent moments stay above 1.625× k!2tt!2k/(kt)! and below 2× k!2tt!2k/(kt)! when
t ≥ 4, as expected.
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t E
∣

Perm(Mk=3)
∣2t /t!(t − 1)!b t3 c!b

t
4 c!b

t
5 c!b

t
7 c! E |Perm(M)|2t /(k!2tt!2k/((kt)!))

1 6 1.00000000000000
2 72 1.25000000000000
3 732 1.46433470507545
4 7584 1.62974751371742
5 84000 1.75215049154092
6 504384 1.84007733807704
7 6586272 1.90141045844492
8 46690560 1.94268621025552
9 238845888 1.96908588019468

10 1976434560 1.98461658724633
11 35140412736 1.99232746105098
12 55727266176 1.99451020893753
13 1131093100800 1.99286917695807
14 12202705912320 1.98865931503188
15 18602849959680 1.98279525913578
16 112390279723008 1.97593613726976
17 2862815239454976 1.96855071453618
18 12779353218700800 1.96096697625898
19 359090847778602240 1.95340958290772
20 528199187933007360 1.94602797836253
21 773206609416933888 1.93891735688319
22 24793217701106190336 1.93213421167903
23 827889140509167744000 1.92570779661754
24 598830989173253022720 1.91964852166174
25 4317372411030828230400 1.91395405910916
26 161375039894370452806656 1.90861374900449
27 694064861294677860653568 1.90361174706010
28 992499042379082029747200 1.89892924766034
29 41060506623285608097730560 1.89454603039995
30 29223129728659662019768320 1.89044151500365
31 1286825956126314742827177984 1.88659546158441
32 7297375514997659075363782656 1.88298841727536
33 30980004273557163387248716800 1.87960198342170
34 1488013910740373372116559769600 1.87641895752227
35 2098693489678321945943778048000 1.87342338927132
36 985153598609641299723155927040 1.87060057907881
37 51256810213850056430278938193920 1.86793703936844
38 2735164895775501868131145173811200 1.86542043302811
39 11507626102899101257666168771829760 1.86303949906575
40 8059299314330223666526571739832320 1.86078397238716
41 462284296222289424199930047945627648 1.85864450235242
42 323011260972275492313076690037274624 1.85661257315070
43 19389095613689669633863411518989030400 1.85468042788833
44 108154047860222226745809571120370442240 1.85284099748334
45 50225014425692664920894784672307691520 1.85108783490726
46 3215644392659577376710736031790702329856 1.84941505494173
47 210167065857927773530182212723814604111872 1.84781727937288
48 73000894982941520392127414736732633907200 1.84628958739195
49 709397333815298882841078973866373982976000 1.84482747088061
50 4920133537744546672264161440843391131136000 1.84342679421239
51 20458927216447983273834531539671709940295680 1.84208375818503
52 113346353260925291399743562400627050525736960 1.84079486770090
53 8314574422219217877655745462771240829039820800 1.83955690282776
54 34500154563812199832753196200423476103949352960 1.83836689289419
55 238432041038408167094756668766278897709419315200 1.83722209330029
56 164676676203627468970357206882080223885360414720 1.83611996475186
57 681999861767638242983015292245103844475980738560 1.83505815465391
58 54573997356138363766693363305148008723045636096000 1.83403448042581
59 4439790035100283845678937980662381414861625010790400 1.83304691452571
60 101975349958352280490764879669744920199211594076160 1.83209357099465
61 8567936319705929309459776317134905109846249700950016 1.83117269335212
62 731296854673252328188674061496432915272299105098268672 1.83028264369378
63 335413015049091357299052094007521449520575754258022400 1.82942189285912
64 1845167454673977226018766301655167043034750179509534720 1.82858901155228
65 12682256746680458760243753700787130977083129728863846400 1.82778266231236
66 52276868762074913021526303076355218701929049349712609280 1.82700159224222
67 4810420494471412979007411287036242626786207046400382812160 1.82624462641455
68 26415219830028198673102330954653415134032765654140895232000 1.82551066188405
69 108743820803513005688074019486373054938055526153150572134400 1.82479866224234
70 74580752041543444800113724539276965641643010019336359116800 1.82410765265959
71 7260478986629636082091206658585523413380603478120191670026240 1.82343671536324
72 1658543716135460363333612862531407314663868817934410027171840 1.82278498550972
73 165882266747924865206904084016310339756148556672966090106880000 1.82215164741010
74 16812159284890750979749243220614306695110886412329191789076480000 1.82153593107479
75 4603531624150913959448362425199232529734268515131705294196736000 1.82093710904641
76 25202209012410533540246834563319118233637390214181198060814336000 1.82035449349305
77 241366977197967677538973657807799949747740103309025947202792980480 1.81978743353741
78 990370612570418445427360530484689979937185043796494879714417049600 1.81923531279978
79 106975541100328991711318407253896890333906467020352210539219357532160 1.81869754713491
80 36555154227540053054153934850010826302616194014823661503146548264960 1.81817358254549
81 149851736673363398929001194123847945118734199135584279281761945747456 1.81766289325595
82 16785663926886993783588316183126473147402708126885324650447584814825472 1.81716497993260
83 1902626661050162065250048422831769419698530758031523578321484155933491200 1.81667936803728
84 30923475731107214452096082991518502460176669039705846470147052753223680 1.81620560630270
85 211033905115271417271660172990407703232255473542069106030658226809241600 1.81574326531946
86 24764371396919770832019746470968483879210345845263185710296564094429429760 1.81529193622492
87 101346920171814647629695589724332790530159075926733679909289241095523860480 1.81485122948567
88 552866781404733560486999559143123682510616270452709684858371540835172352000 1.81442077376579
89 67088937039147459499754442509276049267011574928837849289798555373109533081600 1.81400021487398
90 15241683690608024309993834064099842381432707503708748880342411792796460646400 1.81358921478300
91 145398351752565018216111572213953306791698137456938745871197983890113710981120 1.81318745071601
92 792401796457255403746361349635606869469307241749908813534695742680107311431680 1.81279461429416
93 3238115619049237198790651919466157440602271940770629820254905680155048148992000 1.81241041074103
94 414522052599544861492950324749471785188557424644373479510407159418931153941299200 1.81203455813922
95 2821947459113873562606816047459173388991579282609847003837813920767783874330624000 1.81166678673537
96 480171136596231557363608952686919350292034173913395737093202851833349060716134400 1.81130683828988
97 63388819518945706718347449300458544859519346709249567830809222050220147678932172800 1.81095446546787
98 603761225868438398106902388365133121350001348602049530759138537188486716137062400000 1.81060943126867
99 2464066580622273744937507904234552825676575325097370269243681346381530312880332800000 1.81027150849064

100 670288255898885382815113952829631306581975481222939788400366747112035699423887360000 1.80994047922909
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